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BY A.C. H.
What sayest thou, O sad and dying vear,
Lingering a moment on the threshold’s rim,

Mid crisped snows and rustling branches sear,
Soft chanting to the¢*bells thy parting hymn,
The story of thy life, O dying year?
Thy robe is chill upon thee, weary year;
Upon thy cheek a frozen tear doth lie;

Thy sigh is mingled with the night wind drear;
Thy low voice trembles through the frosty sky,
As though thou wert ia pain, O weary year.
Art sad to die, O lingering, wiiting year?
Steal on thee memories of a lovely mere,

’Mid

sleeping

furest-gludes,

climb,

where

?

_squirrels

And wild birds whispered to thee, waiting year?
0:, once again,
year,

through

shfiveled

limbs, old

Leaps the rich current of thy summer life,
Or sutumn’s rounded richness, treasures dear
Of sunbrowned fruitage, relics of a strife
From which thou cam’st exulting,good old year?
Or thou, perchance,didst love, O mourning yar,
And snows are drifted o’er a sacred spot
Fettered by frost-chains,swept by
témpests drear;
And thou must go, whither thou knowest not,
And léave it all unwatched, O mourning year.
Then thou art, too, like us, O faithful year;
_» Our hopes are buried deep; the withered grass,
Rustling above them, fills our hearts with fear;
We falter as we walk, and trembling pass,
Going we know not where, O loving year.

Become a matin lay, O glad New Year.
Warren, In.

rr 000

Stanley

prem

in Africa.
VII.
—

+ In our

last

paid by Mr.

-Uganda,

—

article

we

spoke

Stanley

to

Mtesa,

Karagive,

Unyoro,

of

a visit

king

Usoga,

of

eus, milk, rice, ghee, and butter.
In the
afternoon, a message was sent, stating that

the king was ready to welcome Mr, Stanley. The street through which Mr. Stanley
passed was half a mile long, and i‘ was lined

the

Constitution, which

of the State, we

to.

During Mr: Stanley’s

stay

he

personal guards and attendants of

the king, \vith his captains and their retinues,amounting in the whole to about three
thousand. As he approached the audience
house, guns were fired, drums were beaten

the claims of Christianity to the king, and
so far influenced him, that he resolved to
adopt the Christian instead of the Mahommedan Sabbath, caused the’ ten commandments to be written in Arabic on a board
for his daily perusal, and also the Lord's

shoulders.
tume,

in

build,

but

He was dressed

was amiable, graeeful

with

in Arab
and

broad

cos-

[riendly,

rule, “ Thou

civil power.
preference

love thy neighbor as thy self."
Mr. Stanley then makes an appeal
Christians to furnish a missionary to
struct Mtesa more fully in Christianity,
gives his opinion as to the character of
missionary desired, and also of the way
which he should'proceed in his work.
wants a pious, practical missionary,
can teach Christianity, care diseases,

to
inand
the
in
He
who
con-

struct dwellings, teach agriculture, and turn
his hand to anything.
He must be tied to
vo church or sect, but must live a blameless Christian life.
Mv. S. thinks there is

He seems

to Lave taken

Tt is not

the business of law

or proscription. . Mr.

amendment

asserts

Blaine's

a sound principle, and

fails oly by confining it within too narrow
limits. Let bim broaden its compass, so as
tg reach all its just applications, and he shall
om our cordial co-operation in its sup-

port.”

The views of the Baptist Union on

the main question are somewhat different
from those of the paper above quoted.
It says that * it.Christian morals are to
be excluded from public schools,
then
Christians must found and endow others.
The interests of society demand it. Education without conscience towards

| white men that if-they will only come to
him, he will give them all they want.
He
says that Mtesa bas two millions of subjects,

preserve the republic, nor conserve honesty
and honor
amoog
men.
It. has been

a mission

would

1epay

its

God,

will

not make good citizens, guarantee freedom,

thought that the State might provide
schools of every needful grade, and relieve

cost tenfold in commercial results; for the private endeavor.
Bul such prospects are
wealth of the country in ivory, coffee, otter not now encouraging. Christian schools,
under independent management, seem insking, aud cattle, is immense, *
Secular primary schools may
Practical Christians will probably think ydispensable.
that some of Mr. Stanley’s suggestions are answer for children under pareutal control,
impracticable ; but they will be p'eased to but youth must ecjoy the advantage of posfind that he is not a mere explorer; but he | itive,well-developed, strong, wise, religious

believes in Christianity, and recommends it

instruction, in connection

as beneficial.
In this respect, he is performing a good work ; and veems to be fol-

we shall soon suffer from a gereral lack of
conscience and piety among (he educated.”

lowing

in the

steps

of

Livingstone,

whose

idea always was that, in bis explorations,
he was opening the way for the preaching

enter the field thus opened

to

them.

And

although it would not be prudent for wissionaries to engage in trade as ‘My. Stanley
suggests, it might be well for some enterprising and earnest lay Christians to inquire; whether there isiot here an opportunity for them to benefit this people and
themselves at the same time,
measures to enter into trading

by taking
operations

with them on Christian principles.
W. H.

Exchange

Notes
—

and

Quotes.

——

The Churchman,

which usually expresses

itself’ with good sense and candor, doesa't
depart from its usual habit in wriiing about
church debts. The Episcopal clergy having
procured the passage of a canon which forbids the consecration of any church not paid
for, a fur her movement appears to be making to make each church now in debt pay
off its

own

indebtedness.

*¢ This notion,”

says the paper mentioned,
‘‘is utterly
wrong.
A church has no business to be
earning a penny above the sums needed to
carry it

on

properly.

If it can

earn more

preachers, who

grudge

everything

not di-

rected to their own

pockets or to their indi-

vidual

glory, who

bonor

and

call out

for

service,

they have

no

more

to do with it,

of

doing

this

are” not

discussed,

but

the

great pains to amuse and interest Mr. Stanley. Qn the day after his arrival, there was
a grand naval review, in which eighty-four
canoes took part, each one being manned
by from thirty to forty men making an
aggregate of tweniy-five hundred men.
The three hundred wives of the king were

church is to be maintained by the people,
and not to be ‘ run’ on business, that is upon

present, and hundreds of other

kind, as that of the priest who sells its sa-

spectators.

Churchman
tinction

lies

remunerative

believes that
at

* this plain dis-

the bottom of all, that

principles.

Any layman

the

who

makes a profit, no matter how small, out of
a church, is guilty of sin, the

same

gin, in

with

science,

or

—Rev. Di. Jeffery has been added to the
editorial staff of this papev.—But even alter
we bauish the Bible we haven't propitiated
the Catholics. Here is what
the Besion
Pilot, one of

‘their

organs,

or without Bible reading;

says:—*With

with or without

Protestant catechisws ; with or without

yma

singing, in which irreverence and false
doctrine blend—public schools, especially

On the fourth day after his arrival

some

become

sick

and

helpless.

God, and eternity,
and supernal things,"

no more pronounced revival is apparent in
this vicinity is the multiplicity of other interests engaging the minds and time of Christian people. Heretofore, perhaps, the social element. has not been sufficiently developed in our Christian circles, but now we

are somewhat overdoing the matter. It is
becoming too common to raise our church

and charitable collections by social festivals,
‘The time occupied in their preparation and
progress, the anxiety and pbysical weariness, the misunderstandings
and
social
grievances arising from these new modes of

carrying on

Christinn

enterprises quite ex-

haust the powers of the immediate workers,

divert attention from almost every other
duty, and ‘seriously interrupt any projected
earncst effort for the great work of evange-

lization. We are happy to know that Christian people are becoming sick of these
things.”

a

Speaking of vevivalg, and of the different
means and motives of promoting then, the
Congregationalist urges us to ** let Emmons
and Edwards still preach to all who mind
them, and whom’ they can move; and let
Moody and Sankey-do their utmost; and let
every pastor and every layman do his utmost—aond pre-cminently, let every Chris-

selfish,obdurale people, to think ; is to break

ly evangelical.

rT

ordery we have

reason

listening to the gospel.

ship, and 12 schools.

The settled policy of this country is tolera

In Algerip Chriss

London

WESTERN

property,”

Trinity or Old South Church,
but it would
guprd against a future assertion of supremacy to law, and of vested interests, on the

~~

The importation of Chinese women to the
Paific coast for immoral purposes is one
of [the most deplorable evils of modern

partly responsible,
for it.

within one year, 2 in

great difficulty which stands in the way of

have thrown

“thE sareguards

around

a

question

SOUTHERN

i» the

is

novel to our country and peculiar especially to the Pacific Coast.”

years, while

8

AFRICA’.

missionary soci-

eties are at work occupying 224 stations
with 267 European ministers, thus evincing
the wide-spread interest in Africa. Precious names are associated with this mission, such as Barnabas Shaw, Dr. Vanderkemp, Moffat avd Livingstone.

it “might
which

three

In this field, 14 different

Bilt game treaty.
That treaty, in the
ind
of commerce has unnccessarily conara

creature.

been

The Express then

= Notwithstanding

done

all

for its suppression,

trade, with its

terrible

that

EASTERN

has

the

AFRICA.

Association about

tire African continent.

cated Christian freedmen as futare missionaries to Africa. Said one speaker, ‘For

among

the

statements

made

are

respecting

the present

yeurs‘God

TRAFFIC

those who

are

hur-

ried to bondage and death, it is impossible
to.speak with accuracy. It was recently
estimated that 15,000 of the subjects of the
Khedive of Egypt were engaged in slavehunting in the region of the White Nile.
A single merchant of Khartoum had 2,500
Arabs in his employ as kidnappers in Central Africa.

Only about one in five, and in

some parts of the couniry only one iu ten
survive the awful process of slave-making.

Thus the annpal drain

of human

from Africa, resulting from

beings

the horrid

traf-

fic, is anywhere from 850,000 to 1,000,000.
In the transporting vessels, large numbers
are packed into the smallest spaces, where
they sometimes die in heaps,
and are

the

bound to trees and left defenseless,

has said * continually,

‘You

A BU

by Africans.

. . . Here

are

the

men

agony of

onday morning,

the

ther-

hiving

taken

Clothing and fires should be looked

after, even

if

a

little

uicomfortable,

for

serious accompani-

colds and their more

the careless,

ments are in waiting to attack

and quite frequently those who regurd them:
selves as quite careful,
CHINA AND JAPAN,

The Mikado and his government
to bave conquered over those who

appear
wished

to involve the country in revolution.

A re-

cent proclamation declares the age of feudalism past. A new code of military regulations has been issued. A burglary was recently committed at the office of the U. 8.

Consulate, money and other property being
stolen. Pirates attacked the residents at
Menando, Celebes island, but were repulsed,
several being killed and the remainder captured and held in custody.
CUBAN

AFFAIRS.

Captain-General Valmaseda, bas resigned
his position in Cubg, considering
ad0prd

hy

tho

Spanish

the

rules

gavosnmaont

concerning
the
island as impracticable.
He will return immediately
to
Spain, General Jovelar, Spanish minister
of war, has been-appointed Captain-general
in his place. An order has been issued offering to any who will bring to headquar-ters one of the bandits, dead or alive; a
reward of ten gold doubloons. Rewards
will also be paid

for

information

enabling

the troops to surprise and destroy insurgents
camps. Fifieen doubloons will be paid for
the death of a rebel prefect.
ARREST

OF

ILLICIT

DISTILLERS.

Major Jacob Wagner,
special
agent, telegraphed on Thursday%o

revenue:
the *au-

thorities in Washington trom Greenborough,

N. C., that be had arrested at that place fitteen illicit distillers and destroyed ten stills.

Maj

r Wagner is in command of an expedi-

| tion fitted out by the Treasury

consisting of twelve men
pletely equipped for

mountain

experiment

haunts

department,

arined

and

life

among

camp

of the

distillers.

comthe

The

bas been tried for about three

months, daring which time about forty-five
distillers bave been captured,
MISCELLANEOUS.

The New York State census just complet
ed shows a population of 4,704,000, an increase of 822,000 in five years.——The citizens of Cincinnati propose (o inaugurate

the Centennial year by illuminations,

rving-

ing of bells, firing of cannon and a grand
military and civic procession al midnight of
the 81st instant.——It is ramored that the
Duc 4’ Aumale will soon lead a sister of the

Princess of Wales to

the

altar.

The

pro-

posed alliance greatly agitates French political and social circles.——Work has been
found for 1500 extra men on the Montieal
improvements,

who

at

seven

cents

It is considered probable in

an

hour.

St. Peters-

can live there.”
Said another speaker,
*¢ (ive to these Freedmen the glorious ob-

burg that Russia will propese an international conference on the Sue canal question,

ject, the conversion of Africa, and

and if her demand

nothing

will elevate them like that. It will transform them
. There
is nothing but
Christian missions that can destroy slavery
and the slave trade.”
:

is

freedom of action in the
low has declined

the

refused,

will claim

East.——Longfelpost

of

Centennial

poet.——The British Parliament will meet.
on the 8th of Junvary next.——Sir Anthony
de Rothschild, head of the Loudon house

SELF AND CuriSt.

Rothschild and one

My heart is now in a

cold and senseless states

undove

creature,

and

r

A049 sens

\

two

of

surviving.

Nadal & Co., of Philadelphia, paid $100,000 for-the right to publish the official cata-

logue of the Centennial exhibition,

self-abase-

be in four volumes, and will be sold

ment.— Wilberforoe' 8 Piary,

’

the

his bed by a very serious illness. e—It is. :
rumored that the Khedive is-negotiating tor
the sale of Egypt's founder's shares in the:
Suez Canal.
The government of Groat
Britain, and M. De Lesseps, representing a
combination of French capital, are the bidders. The latter has offered $9,000,000 for
the shares.

distrusting, yea, despair-

shame

of

sons of the metropolitan firm, is confined to.”

I have heen short,

lost in unutterable

Asa result of hunger,

CHANGE.

change of over sixty degrees

are

they ‘are secured.”

Ld

raids

of Mexicans

An Bot that hat caused no little talk the
last wi
n extreme changes in the

that
you send can only live a few years; you
haven't got held of this problem of evangelizing Africa in the right way.’ We have
been favored with a certain degree of success, but there will always be that deadly
climate. . . . Africa must be evamgelized

ing of myself, but firmly relying on him.
I fly to God for. pardon, pleading the blood
of Jesus; though I almost despair, yet
‘Christ is mighty to save. Comparing myself as I am with what 1 ought to be, I am

‘

tn make

party

Much more trouble is expected.

employment of edu-

or children starvingto death. The multitudes performing ‘this. long journey are
chained
aod heavily laden, their necks
“galled and jolted almost to dislocation in
the prong of ‘the rough branch by which
thirst, heat, pitiless lashiugs, and

thering

near the Atkois agency. Bodies of several
persons were found burned on the prairie.

thrown overboard.
Their journey along and coli, and wandering in private devothe land routes to the places of (ransporta-. tions ; all within is-overgrown with weeds,
tion is" marked by the ‘sacrifice of huthan and every truly Corvistian grace well-nigh
life, as shown by brittle scalls crushed by choked. Let me distrust myseif; but let
camel's feet, men lying in" their blood, me throw myself at the feet of Christ, as an
women

FOI" Indians gre on the

Mexican

|'not sending the right people ; those

IN SLAVES.

As to the number of

BORDER WARFARE,

Much was said at fhe late meeting of the

still

for its hunting ground one fourth of the enThe following

The day wus properly:

observed in Washington and elsewhere,

MISSIONARIES
:FOR AFRICA.

slave

atrocities, has

good time enjoyed.

place.

returned confirmed invalids.

Tt says: ** The

intercourse,

the gentlemen. present, and a thoroughly

the Scriptures have been translated, and
through these, some six millions have been

20,-

Leoue, 80 missionaries died. The Wesleyan Miss. Soe. have in their burial ground
above 40 missionaries and their wives.
The Basle Soc., between 1827 and 1842,
out of 17 missionaries sent out, lost ten

the abatement of this and other evils growing out of our Chinese

the company to jorder and interesting and
excéllent speeches were made by several of

000 children under instruction; 25 dialects
have been mastered, into which portions of

of England mission in the church of Sierra

to San

Frincisco brings fresh cargoes of them,
and the miserable life that they lead, both
bodily and spiritually, is said to be pitiable
and disgusting in the extreme. The Los Angeles Express makes the Burlingame trea-

ty

sident Grit, Gen, Sherman, !the Japanese
minister and many others of note. After a
first class dinner, President Builey called

momete marked eleven below zero in Boston. In Littleton, N" H.," 40 below ; at
Skowhegan, Me., 85 below. The Hudson
river was frozen over. But Tuesday and:
Wednesday were spring-like indeed, a

reached with gospel truth. Eight separate
socielies are engaged in this work, and its
history presents one of the most heroi¢ and
pathetic chapters on record.
There are
graves in that land where were laid some
of the best and most gifted of Christian disciples. In some sections, the climate was
deadly. In the first 12 years of the church

part of the only church whose history teaches us to deprecate and to hate a polilical
coin as ‘ the abomination of desolation.” A

Every steamer from China

-

PILGRIMS,

On Wednesday eve, the coveutieth snk
versary celebration of the- landing of the
Pilgrims by the New Eogland Sediety of
New York, océurred at Delmonico’s.
t
800 were present, among whom were Pre-

temper;

AFRICA.

hopeful converts, and 200 schools with

es, or militate against their interests, save
in the case of a few corporations, like

times.

the

Along the western coasts there are now
estimated to be about 150 churches 20,000

says the Vermont Chronicle, ** would not
impair the usefulness of Protestant church-

Sans

Soc., and

Scottish Church are at work.
v

church

THE

In Abyssinia, a Ger-

man Miss. Soc., the

Keep out of this political

productive

pl
# O-

into Texaed

tianity is making rapid progress theeugh
thé Reformed
and Lutheran churches.
There are thirty stations, 42 places of wor-

but thé réaction ‘is sure to come, and Ro-

* To tax

Events of the Week.

"Seven ‘missionary societies have planted crossed the
ra few miles from San
missions in Egypt, Abyssinia and Algeria. Filipe, surprifed
Porid’s ranch, killed the
The Am. United Presbyterian church is do- amen, and stole thd arms, horses and
cattle,
ing a good work in Egypt, and crowds are A horrible m
‘has been perpetrated

to know, exists and

is being extended in several States—possibly'in all. Only evil to a good cause can
come from such a society. Persons at its
head may secure private adyaptages, temporiry successes may attend the first years,

tion of all sects.
secret society.”

NORTHERN AFRICA,

adds: “If the Burlingame treaty preven's
Missionary work, in this section, has as
us from enforcing the laws of morality, we
for primary instruction, from which Catholic |
‘yet
been attended with but liltl: success.
must thrust it aside. The President's reccontrol and influences are banished, are forHowever,it has been the cans of eliciting
ommendation
will
give
the
occasion,
to
bidden to every one that does not set himthose of our representatives who are equal much information which, doubtless, in the
self up as a Protestant against the Pope,
to graprling wiih this question, of bringing future, will aid much in evangelizing the
touching the Catholic Church !’—The Goldit properly hefore Congress.
It needs but natives. The slave trade, so flourishing
en Rule ‘ would have the amendment
to show that the treaty encouragés an evil in this region, is a great barrier to the
throw its protecting shield over all public
Several societies
such as the body ang soul enslavement of a progress of missions.
funds, so that not one dol'ar raised by taxaclass of women who are imported into this have planted stations, but we have no intion should ever he appropriated for the
country for immoral purposes, to secure its formation regarding their statistics.
support or aid, in any form, of sectarian
CENTRAL AFRICA.
speedy revocation.” There is perhaps good
schools or enterprises. Let the amendment
reason to doubt that a fair interpretation of
In
this
magnificent
region, so iecently
cover every possible ground, so. that there
‘the Burlingame treaty would prevent the opened by Livingstone and others, it is escan be no evasion. The system of free pubabatement of this great sin. Several things timated that there are at least 75,000,000
lic schools is the only basis upon which a
have lately indicated that the public senti- who never heard of a Saviour. The Free
free government can stand. Lot the quesment of that part of the country needs
church of Scotland, in conjunction with the
tion, then, be manfully, candidly and decisstraightening up a little on this question.
Reformed Presbyterian church, is now atively met,”
tempting to found a mission on the banks
of Lake Nyassa, to be named Livingstone,
“No pay, no paper ” will be one of the
Mission Field, |
in honor of the intrepid missionary explorer.
rules of the Wulchman, the new Baptist
tl
ps
The
Wesleyan Soc. is preparing to estabpaper in Boston.
Is there another religious
AFRICA.
lish another south of it.
paper in the country but wishes it had
Christendom owes a mighty debt to AfriThe entire amount spent by the churches of
courage enough to say "the same, and grit
ci in requittal for the wrongs inflicted upon Great Britain for Africa’s evangelization, ig
enough to stick to it?
| her, aside from the obligation imposed by now $300,000 a year, and the Am. Miss.
“Que reason,” says Zion's Herald, ‘why the command to preach the gospel to every Societies spend not far from $80,000 a year.

On the second day the king and his’ fleet craments, And the layman who seeks so
led Mr. 8. up Murchison bay, to show hins to manage a church as to spare himself that
several things of interest.
The third day which he can rightly afford, is laking one
the troops were exercised at target prac- step, and that a long one, toward the same tian woman do her utmost; each in his or
{her own way—so it be u siucere and earnest
tice, and on the fourth, they marched from sin.”
A
| and tender and truthful way ; and there will
Ulagalla, the capital. Mr. 8, says thas the
state of things theres very different from The Euglish Church Missionary Society - be reviving, and the one way may be quite
bus resolved to establish a mission
At: least, let no one
that described by Speke; the guards are Episcapal)
ganda, in response to the suggestion of Mr. as good as the other.
now clothed in white cotton dresses, and Slanjoy. ''wo friends of that Society have, of way denounce another. The great thing is
fifteen thousand dollars each in order to, to get people—stupid, guilty, pre-occupied,
the chiefs are dressed richly in Arab cos- fered
found such a mission,
That Society is thorough-

- tume,

Number 52

1875.

And then covered with blows, of receiving
the fitul thrust of a dagger, they are dropped by the way and left to be fobd- for wild
beasts. © =

advocate the application of

| no such mission field as (his in’ all Africa,
{and says thal Mtesa begged him to tell the

longitude 81; and from north latitude 1, to excep! to keep it in repair, and to see that
south latitude 8 degrees and 30 minutes.
it is uscd for worship of Him by supporting
Mr. Stanley says that Mtesa has much that worship properly.
Any idea of return
improved since Messrs. Speke and Grant to themselves, directly or indirectly, except
visited him ; having given up many barbar- in spiritual benefit, is one which can not be
ous customs, and become a very
respecta- too utterly reprobated.”
The best methods

ble monarch.

any-

heal,

up the crust of ible ndifforeuee, and
thrust souls into a posture face to face wi h

4 to deal with them in any way, either by, manism is sure to gain by such an order.

and had much of the polish of a trne gen- cheap churches.
But we insist that the
tleman about him, having much refinement church, however built, economically or layand ease of manner, and a large amount of ishly, is an offering to God. When its peoinformation. The counties over which he ple have built it, and turned it over to his

rules extend from East longitude 84, to east

only forbids

and leave them there, without direction,
support, or saneciion, by any exercise of the

than the mere sum needful for the bare supand flags were waved. - The king arose
port of its clergy, and the payment of those
and advanced to meet him, and then sitting
things which must be paid for—lights, fuel,
down with about a hundred of his chief
and music—it has something which should
captains, he invited Mr. Stanley to do the
go to the support of the gospel elsewhere.
- same.
We do not object to the building of costly
Mtesa is about thirty-four years old, and churches. ' It is only men like the sensation
tall and slender

not

this principle everywhere. We would have
no test oaths, and no religious qualifications
of any kind, for any civil office. We would
remit things spiritual to their own sphere,

presents

and of the gospel. We hope that some Missions
ary Society will take the matter up, and

Usul ; but reserved particulars for another
paper. When in the course of his tour
around the lake Victoria Niyanza, Mr.
Stanley came to the shore of Uganda, he secared guides to conduct him to M-esa’s capital, and sent messengersto inform the king
of his approach. But at Bengal they met
a fleet of canoes which Mtesa had sent to
conduct them to Murchison Creck, where
the king was at that time staying.
On
April 4th, they landed awid a concourse of
two thousand people, and Mr. Stanley was
saluted with a volley of musketry and the
waving of flags. The chief officer of Ugauda conducted him to comfortable quarters,
and soon aflerwards a present was brought
him which consisted of sixteen goats, ten
oxen,a large number of bananas, plantains,
and’s veet potatoes, and also eggs, chick-

by

The proposed Blaine-amendwent is a
leading topic of remark. The Independent,
alter referring to the New Haw pshire State

<9,

body but a Protestant from sitting 'in the.
The alleged existence of a sort of anti.
Legislature, but also authorizes the people Catholic, Know-Nothing
The markets supplied, :are both home
society, leads the
to provide for *“ (he support and’ mainte- Methodistto remark that
and foreign. Among the latter, ave Tur“
there
are
a
great
nance of pubic Protestant teachers of piety. many weak-headed
people who nafs that | key, Arabia, Persia, the Comoro Isles, “and
religion apd morality,” says that if ex-Speakters.
the way (o keep sectarianism out
cs {the island of St. Thomas. The present
The sccond letter of Mr. Stanley, tbat of er Blaineis in earnest in his proposed amend- is fo just put sectarianism into polit
|Kbedive has dome something against the
April 14th, is devoted to a matter which he ment, he should remodel it, and ** make it These persons are constantly doing rl
slave (rade, and as soon as he oan burst.
thinks to be of practical importance. When' sufficiently broad to cover the case of New thingsin the vame of anti-Romanism-~things from the bonds of Turkey,
it is believed that
Speke and Grant visited Miesa, he was a Hampshire ; that of North Carolina, where
more objectionable than the Jesuits ¢
| be will be ready to press the emancipation of.
heathen. Buy about four or five yeard ago. all persons who deny the existence of God and the sufficient answer from our.
| Egypt. Still all will be powerless without
are disqualified to hold office ; and all the that we do -not hold ourselves respo
Khawis Bin Abnullab, an Arab, whom Mr.
the gospel, It is a reliefto know that Chris
8. speaks of ns wealthy, and fascinating in cases of religious tests applied to witnesses 5 outdo.
There is, however, ii }
| vians, especially in Great Britain, ave givhis manner, visited the king and spent a when summoned to testify before. courts of
“against Romanism that can nob | ing more and more heed to the cries comThe underlying principle in all
year with him, during which time he made justice.
ing from (hig marvelous land of wonderful
him many rich presents, and induced him these cases is the same, Believing, as we
mountains, of Streams and cataracts of unto adopt the Mahommedan religion, and do, that absolute mou-interference with resurpassed beaut y.
with it, the improvements already referred ligion is the true and only proper position

and that such

And thou shalt rise with us, a glad New Year;
Full of strange, buoyant strength, and youthfu!
fire,
Roaming by blossomed dell and brooklet clear;
And thy sad song, set to au angel’s lyre,

er

at the capital, word was brought that another white man was approaching the capital from Unyoro, aad on the following
day, Col. Linant de Bellefonds arrived, a
fact which gave M. Stanley much pleasure,
both trom the‘agreeable intercourse he bad
with the colonel, and from the opportunity it afforded him of sending home bis let-

prayer and the golden

Is life all veroal-hued as in thy prime?
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DAVID

ANOINTED

those "might

come who!

The victor

|

form.

KING,

the person

It was this. which made

a man’s

him see in

it, -

as man

ward

Notes and Hints.

seeth,

for man

appearance, but.

heart ” (1)' Then

1—38.
And the Lord said anto Samuel,
how long wilt thou mourn for Saul, seeing

David

valuable

Sexo walked over

sngges-

for

would come far short of

ceived it, he elasped it to his

the Lord looketh on

was selected be-

degraded, intemperate, poverty smitten,
caste bound, and subject to Hindu superstiA good beginning has
tions generally.
| certainly been made.
Many precious sou's
have turned from the worship of dumb idols

“ hpw

about«-the

character.

wa

answer,

own, the American Free Baptist“Missien.

welk-hearted ‘ creatures

who fail through a lack of motive
they ave

ta

he

Before

power. ?”

rathe ¢| agreed

pitied.

separating,

the

following

lam

come

And call Jesse

show

thee

was to

to

to

saerifice

the

what thou

be said to

the

to

the

Lord.

sacrifice, and

I will

shalt do.”
mer.

of

7—11.

was

1)

not

than blamed for their misforthne.

Jesse called all his other chil-

under

special

inspiration all

was

to and entered on the minutes of the

There are, at present, no less

than four
distinct societies, with agents, laboring to, '
I
ance, his trust in God, prudence, that con- publish the glad tidings of salvation among
the
Santals
and
gather
them
into
the
fold
trol of himself and of others, by which he
The Church of
was schooled
for the throne. (5) The Spir- of the good Shepherd.

(7) This

Bethlehem,

who, it they knew that David was appointed successor of Saul, would soon have carit of the Lord isthe inheritance of every |
ried the report to the ears of their king. See
Christian, and unless one have it he is none
verse 5. Tae artifice that was adopted to
of Christ's. The offices of the Spirit are
conceal from them and Saul the anointing
those of an assistant, and an inspirer to
of David has subjected the account {oa
good.
Cherished and obeyed, it will never,
great deal of eriticism. The Speaker's
as
in
the
caseof Saul, depart from us; but
Commentary thinks the case stated fairly,
as with David, abide with us. Cousider
and the difficalty bridged by calling it ‘‘concealment” instead of deception, ‘* secresy” this, also, that David was chosen of God
not ‘* duplicity.” Concealment of a good because of his purpose to serve God. In
purpose, for x good purpose, is clearly jus- selecting him for king, God looked ut his
tifiabi®; 4. g., in war, in medical {reatment, heart. All believers in Jesus, we also may
in stale policy, and in the ordinary affairs notice, are chosen to be ‘* priests and kings
of life.” The trouble concerns not the fact
but the method of concealment, which was
by origihating and publishing a minor in
place of the main objeet of his journey to
Bethlehem,

Had Samuel,.in

order to com-

ceal his design, the right, as a good man to

do this?

He certainly had.

If one purpose

for which he went to Bethlehem was told
correctly, in answer to a general question,
he is free from, and any court would acquit bimof untrath.
He did not tell all his
business there;

he was not bound to do so.

+1 am come to sacrifice,”

he said;

and he

bad.
Iv was a part of his object there not,
without
his life as a forfeit, to be left out.
‘Who calls a ruse an untruth ?
4, 5. “* And the elders of the town trembled at his coming, and said, comest thou
peaceably? and he said, peaceably, I am
ome (o-sacrifice unto the Lord.
Sanctify
yourselves and come with me (0 the sacrifice. And he sanctified Jesse and his sons,

and called them

tothe

sacrifice,” (1) No-

tice that the character of Samuel as a se_ Vere judge and propbet
was
known
" throughout Israel,
How he had dealt with
Saul, and how he had * hewed Agag in
pieces before the Lord in Gilgal” was_ told
in all the obseure towns of the nation.
Then, too, his government, prior to the
anointing of Saul, and his judgments at his
cireuits, from year to year, from Ramah to
Bethel, to Gilgal to Mizpeh (1 Sam’ 7:15 —

«. 17) helped to add to the terror of his name.
Perhaps, too, at Bethlehem, the worship of
Jehovah had nof, in its purity, been main-

tained, and so they dreaded

the

wrath

of

Samuel. - Hig coming there was an unusual
event and foreboded no good.

They seem

unto God,” to serve and reign with him for-

ever.

The

heavenly

humblest

child

may

sit on

a

throne.

God?

England; or Episcopalian Mission, has four wok.
missionaries, together with a good number|

of

native

helpers

engaged

in

this work.

The Indian Home Mission to. the Santas,
with
headquarters
at Ebenezer,
Beerbhoom, has three missionaries with a zood

staff of native

workers,

while the

Free

Chuteh, (Scotch Presbyterian) mission has
two missionaries in the field, with two more
on their wayto join the mission, also employing a number of Santals as agents.

And what shall be said of our

What

we

need, and

what

IN

.

or

jes of th

iz

knows

where

he

are

make

to

be

found,

own Sanmtal

Mission ? As a matter of fact, we have nev
er yet had a Sauntal mission,
A Santal department, and but poorly sustained at that,
is the 3 most we are able to claim.
True, we
were the first to enter the Santal field and
draw the attention of the Christian puoblic
to this long neglected people; the mrst to
reduce their strange and very complex lan .|
guage to writing , yes, and to us it was

result of superior

judgment

on

my

part,

and a lack of sagacity ov theirs.”
With this disparaging view of his friends’
abilities and exaltéd opinion of his own, it is

was agreed to adopt the Roman
which, however,

alphabet,

requires to have

reigned

their

fiiteen

years

The Bible was

in

work

translated,

the

island.

children

close of this period, king Rudama died, and

Ranavanola, one of his wives, ascendid the
throne~a woman who will ‘be remembered
with detestation as long as the world lasts.
| Barly in her reign, she began te persecute
the Christians with Satanic fury. She ordered all Bibles and Christian books to be

were froely discussed.
r

In these

free,

in-

tributed Bibles to those who

a pre
-

wishe!

them

He

i

his disciples {o put their trust in and be resigned to God. Did he do the same ? Hark!
What sound is that which comes from the

garden of Gethsemane?

had

to

storm

2,000
to the capital,

"Tis the voice

of

humble, confiding prayer,—*
‘My Father; if
it be possible, let this cup pass from we
Neverthelesss, not as [ will. but as thou
wilt."

they know

not what they do:

One

of

his

tilthe

work of probation

will come back to earth

is ended, when he

the

mighty

con-

queror, to destroy all these hiS enemies, and
reign King of kings

over

the

whole

uni-

verse.

Skepticism
a

Declining.
@—

rain-bov of immense
We have long$ yw, says he Watchman
size, forming a triple arch, stretched across S
and Reflector, that German skepticism was
the heavens, one end of it seeming to rest
ebbing from that tide tvhich had so long
on the ports to which the martyrs were overflown universities and churches alike.
tied.
Many of the spectators were so | A writer in a late number of the Bibliotheca
alarmed at this appearance that they fled in
. Saera, mentions the following facts in proof
haste from the spot.
Kor thirly years, ofthis declines

tf

Satan, using (his wicked queen as is agent,

1861, death claimed “her. ad he r son Aascended the throne, but his reign was short.
His wife succeeded him, but died in 1868,
when
ROMONO,

a

true

Christian

worman,

ascended

throne; and all who love the

sey

h

mn

nniversities{

‘rationalistic lecture rooms are now emply, .
and the evangelical crowded ; while fifty or
eighty years ago the rutionalistic were crowd-

ed, and the evangelical empty.
“2. “That histories of’ the rise, progress,
| and ‘decline of German Rationalism have

the | heen appearing

for the last fifteen years, in

Lord Jesa 3 | the most learned portious of the Titeratare

must rejoice in the work she is doing. On of Germany.
the day of her coronation she took her sea t{
“3. Thatsuch teachers as Tholuck, Jubeneath a gorgeous canopy, on the iront o f | lins Muller, Dorner, Twesten, Ullman,
which was inscribed in shining letters, Lange, Rothe, and Tischendorf, most of
‘*“ Glory be to God,” and on the sides ** On whom began their professorships with great
earth peace,”
Good will among men,” unpopularity in their universities, on acand “ God shall be with us.” At one side count of their opposition to rationalistic
of her Majesty, was a small iablebearing a views, are now particularly honored ou that
magnificent copy of the Bible, while -in he r | very account.
coronation speech, there was a clear and
“4, That every prominent German unidistinct proclamation of religious liberty.
versity, except Heidelberg, is now under
On another day, all the idols of the roya I | predominant evangelical influences, and that
palace were brought out and publicly burn- Ileidelberg is nearly empty of theological
ed in the presence of a great multitude. An - | students.
:
:

other intensely interesting evint,

was the

public baptism of the queen and her prime
minister by Andriamledo, one of «the first
native preachers—one who has endured
much
persecution and witnessed many
mattyrde ms, A church edifice, the first
built in Madagascar, was reared on the
very spot where the noble Rasolama was
mattyred ; and now, more than 20,000
church members look to Queen Romono

during her sever years reign, the work has
been marvelous,
The *‘ Idols have been
utterly abolished” and *‘ violence is no
more heard

in the

land, wasting nor

truction” in Madagascar
great Oriental Sea.”

Making

Truth
BY

R.

dis-

the *‘ Gem of the

Attractive.
L.D.

We frequently hear people talk of making

it is thrown at them, that it

Those who

attempt

to

attractive. to the wicked,

That the attitude of the general gov-

“6.

make truth more

raise

That the victory at

Sedan,

and

the

achievement of German unity diminish the
chances of demoralization from European
wars, andby contagion from France."

Christian Vanity.
Vanity is by no means as bad as it is disagreeable. It saves a Soft and weak waa,

as his shell saves a lobster, Sharp cridieism
never seems {0 wound a vain soul. . It suf:
fers less than the self-distrustful. But vanity is inimical to jatelligence, coumtrition,
progress.

the truth attractive. Does the truth of God's
Word need any polish? No; you polish if,
and you obscure its fore and beauty. No
doubt there are some who would like to haye
‘the truth carefully rolled up in a silk handkerchief before

“5.

ernment at Berlin, has destroyed the force
of many of the political causes of disaffection with the State Church.

as

their nursing mother. Though the whole
island is vot yet evtirely Christianized, yet

may not penetrate the exterior coating of
‘ap- their moral sensibilit
But truth in such
the a form will do ‘but It le good,

rive, is
by self-sufficient reasonets, and in defiznce toxicating drinks, the use to be made of destroyed, but hundreds were hidden by
: hoy doctrine. (8) ‘* And he sanctified Jes- of public opinion—which is often proved native Santal tunes; divorce and its various the people, who had learned to value them;
se and his sous” means, ** Caused them to | to be palpably in error—we contend that bearings, together with other topies, en- Socn she ordered the missionaries to leave
for the service. "After the sacri- there is another and fairer view of the ©case ened the attention of the convention and the country; but before doing so, they dieprepare

to be taken.

| We will ad1 a few examples:

the flames, while a

were

educated, and 200 native converts had
plied for admission to the church.
At

reducing to practice. If he laid a rule of
life for the benefit of his disciples, he ‘would
accompanyit with a practical demonstra.

rain eame down so heavily as to extinguish

and

prospered.

was a

- Kvery pre.

cept whiclyhe inculcated he was active in

and three of the most distinguished were
sentenced to be burned to death.
Three
times, when they were at the stake, the

their fellowmen,
who would

that, hitherto, had

The great founder of Christianity

model of perfect consistency.

Jesus directed his disciples to love their
enemies, to pray for those that should despitefully use and persecute them.
Did he
practice this precept? Let the voice from
Many were thrown into, pits and | {rom Calvary answer.
water poured over (hem, while
Father forgive these my . murderers, for

Christians were summoned

them manifest if we

For

-

of tan

In 1850, three years later, another
of persecution commenced.
Nearly

cheerfully lay themselves a willing sacrifice
on the altar of God, content to spend all and
be spent to the uttermost, for the glory of
God in the sal vation of their heathen fellow
@
RE
A Plea for the Unsuccessful. given to be the first lo establish schools men.
among the Santals,and gather from among| O that we were young again, and the
them precious fruit unto Christ. But where choice of forty years ago would, and should
—
a
are we now, and what is our position, thirty be more cheerfully made than before. O
It is frequently remarked that we are
years after a small beginning had been when will Christians leave to worldlings
living in an age of progress.. The rapid ddmade? Certainly not in the van of the the miserable husks which the swine do eat,
vancement of art and science together with army !
and seek the fullness there is in Jesus? Did
continual improvement - in the humbler
For the first time in the history of this they but know the peace and joy of .pevtect
branches, seems to warant the assertion.
enterprise, a Convention of missionaries trust in Christ, how soon would their all be
These great results are the offspring of
engaged in the Santal work, was held at laid upon his altar, and the cry be made
rivalry. Toe world recognizes this fact
Ebenezer, on the 13th and 14th of Oct., from many a burning, loving heart, ‘‘Here,
and encourages competition, that it may
J. PHILLIPS.
1875, and was attended
by nine mission .| Lord, am I, send me.”
reap the benefits resulting from it. This
Santipore, Nov. 3,
aries, belonging to the above named sociis as it should be. It is right that men
eties, our own being represented by a sinshould be excited to constant efforts for
Woman’s Mission Work
gle'unit! The objeet of the meeting was to
impr8vement, and no more thay just to apconfer together, and advise in relation to a
TWO MADAGASCAR QUEENS.
pluud them, when success has crowned their
variety of important matters of common
Probably
nowhere in the annals of hislabors.
interest to all ; such, for instance, as the tory can be found more: striking examplés
But while we honor the vietor, let us not
proper Santar word to be used for God, of the power of woman for evil and for
forget to be merciful fo the vanquished. there being three
different words now: in good than is furnished by the two queens
The world is too apt to regard the unsuccessuse; a unifor m alphabet, three or four dif- of Madagascar, Ranavalona, and Romeno,
ful wan with contempt, rather than pity.
ferent systems being in use at the present its present monarch.
, The man of wealth, eyeing his poorer tine. Also a
variety of national customs y| . The following items are taken mostly
neighbors,
remarks
accusingly,
** Their
which more or less affect the ¢haracter of from an article hy Mrs. Dr. Butler for the
chances for success were as good as ‘mine | eonverts, education and the best methods
use of Women’s Missionary meetings.
but while I took advantage of every cir- for bringing the Santals
to Christ.
The In 1820, the London Mission Society sent
cumslance favorable to progress,
their ef- supply of pastors,
their proper
training the first migsionaries to Madagascar.
They
forts were unseasonable and misapplied, and means for their support, rather how
favorably received and’ aided by
to were
Hence, the difference in our positions is the render the
churches self-supporting.. It king Radama, the most powerful monarch

Communications.

————

hide in dens and caves of the earth.
Still piecepts was,—Weep with those that weep.
the work of God went on, and in (f¢’ year ¢ | Behold him weeping over the doomed city
1847, Juring a vevival in which 100 person $ | of Jerusalem, and also with Maury, Martha,
were converted the queen’s son, a young
and many of the Jews at the grave of Lazaman of seventeen yeurs, was also convertres...
The queen sas furious at the progress S
ed.
Active lienevolence constitutes a promiof Christianity and” tondemned 21 of thes € | nent theme in his religious instructions.
new converts to death, bat the young
Did he practice it ? Behold the effects=of his
prince interceded for. their lives.
Th € | matchless power.
In his presence the
prime minister said to the queen * Mad- lame walk, the dumb speak, the deat hear,:
am, your gon is a Christiarf ; he prays with
the eyesof the blind are opened, and the
the Christians and encourages them.
We € | dead live again, and the maladies of all are
are lost if your Majesty does not stop the removed.
prince in this way.” . “ Bat,” replied. the
Truly we may exclaim Jesus was a
queen, *“ he is my son, my only, my bemodel of perfect consistency.
Hie great
loved son! Let him do what he pleases; if mission to earth was to do good, to offer himhe wishes to become a Christian let him! ! self as an atonement for fallen man.
This
He is my beloved son.”
accomplished, he returns to the Father, un-

necessities of the cuse are not, and can not
be met by those who come to the field merely from a sense of duty. We believe there
are men and women at home, who, it the
way were open, would gladly enlist in this
uoble enterprise, from love to Christ and

the souls of

ordeal

others were hunted like beasts and

Ee

both

will

The queen ordered the

atoms.
boiling

at least {wo more men expressly for the
Santal Mission, hampered or weakened by
no side issue. Shall the men and the means
be forthcoming?
Our Heavenly Father
surely

IE

gena—the drinking of poison—and more
than 500 persons werg thus poisoned. Others were flang from precipices and dashed to

but ask him aright, and stand ready to do
our duty, our whole duty.. And still, the

quite a
like guilty persons whom the presence of
number of dialectic characters super
ed,
in order correctly to express Santal sounds,
‘the judge makes uncomfortable. (2) *‘Sanctity yourselves,” that is outwardly prepare not tobe wondered at,ihat in ge, he domes that are common to no . other known
for the sacrificeby abstaining from things to regard them’ as creatures infinitely be- tongue. A full agreement. was not reached
in ‘every respect; while the as to the best, or correet word for God. it
inharménious with worship,by doing things neath him
‘that make worship profitable. So now we world shares his predudice to so great an’ was left for further investigation and to be
need 10 approach; after inward preparation,’ extent, thut being unsuccessful in life, is determined at a futdre meeting, six months
a of the Lord. i For this, meditation equivalent to having the doors of Society or a year hence, The subject of dancing
shut in one’s face.
(of which the Santals are passionately tond)
But, notwithstanding (he fdas formed also of brewing the handia, and using in-

fice was a social feast from the things offer-

ly.

we

Kd

of Consistenty;

BY J, L, WH,

ment, she was heard to rejoice that she was
counted worthy to suffer affliction for be =|
lieving in Jesus..
The persecution ragedistill more furious-

neglect this most needy and at the same

must have, in order to insure the Success of
our work, is more men, with more ample
means at their command for prosecuting the

Jesus a Model

continued earnest in her labors for souls.
The persecution raged. Rasolama was
the fist martyr. During her imprison

time very inviting field, and be innocent before

May God help us to ever stick to the truth.

for Jesus.
Finally’ escaping out of prison +
she went to the isle of Mauritius where she

»

the

time, but was helped when occasion required. From the Spirit came his self-reli-

say-

tion of its utility, «Indeed, (his particular
her and the queen ordered her to be put to trait of his character appears to have. been
death. On being ordeved to follow the ex - | designed to carry conviction to the heart of
ecutioners she went. quietly, repeating to the unbeliever—of the authority of his mise
herself, * Lord Jesus, receive my spirit! hid gion. He never censured any ove so much
Instead of being immediately executed, she for rejecting himselfas for discrediting his
was put in irons, ‘and the queen said she works,
His language was, © IfI do the
should die next morning; but a great fire works of my Father though ve believe not
breaking out in the city that night, the me, believe the works.”
queen’s orders were neglected and she was £5. But I have sdid that Jesus was a perfect
kept manacled for five months. Daring this model of consis(ency. He not only pointed
time, she was always trying to ‘win souls out the way but was the first to walkgin it.

his goodly form, by the same principle, was
to the living God, and the work moves on
rejected. (2) Moral strength oulranks,with
God, physical powers.
Goodness surpass- each; while one of them may be laboring ‘apace, most rapidly in connection with
the Indian Home Mission; gradually but
es knowledge, a right heart, the cultured in- under serious disadvantages.
tellect. God, however, who has made all | ** But,” observes the energetic, self<wade steadily in both the Episcopalian and Presour powers, wants us to perfect our. whole
man who has pushed his way to a high po- byterian Missions, and I regret deeply to
tardily in our
nature, body, intellect, soul, but * each in sition in society by sheer tarce of will, be compelied to -say, most

over Is-

bosom,

ravavy who, before her conversion, had
been an intense idolater, but when she’ became a Christian, was noted for her zea 1|
She opened her house for
and devotion.
Her servants accused
prayer meetings.

Orissa, where the peeple appear to be more

the

The effectual preaching of Bro, Moody, .
is an example of the power of simple truth,
He tells’ the story of Jesus in a plain "id
unassuming manner.
I fear, wm our preaching, we have too
much drifted from the story of the cross,

the

ing: * It is my life, and I will take careof
it as of my life.” The * Pilgrim's Progress” bad been translated but not printed;
eight copies, however, had, been written
out, and these proved a grreat comfort and
blessing to the persecuted people duiing
the long years of suffeving that ensued.
Oneof the fiercely persecuted was Rafa-

success of the work already achieved, is al-

meeting

steure

treasure.

The

courage.

himself to inspire the heart with fresh

adapting

100 miles (0

One sick man, who had not been
out of his house for’ five months, traveled
60 miles to obtain a copy, and when he re-

interesting

much

and

made,

were

meeting, viz.: * That we are all agreed,
also mourned for Saul as a fallen king in- | dren except David, and caused them to pass
You do not fail to sympathize with the that without the help of the Holy Spirit
volving in sonfe unknown degree the wel- before. Samuel; but Samuel received no ‘physical cripple who limps painfuily &long our preaching to the San'als is in vain.
fare of lsrael. Saul was the first king ol the word from the Lord. Then Jesse told the on a literal journey, aud, were he to fall,you We therefore have decided to hold a week
nation ; the monarchy was yet in its infav- prophet that the youngest son remained. would hasten to his assistance. Why then. of prayer from Nov. 7th to the 14th, inclusive, to ask for a special blessing on our
cy ; the rejection of the king, therefore, im- | Samuel said, *“ Send and fetch him.” (2) this contempt. for the mental cripple, who
+ “periled the peace of the commonwealth and | | Notice that David ted his flocks on plains for reason of his infirmity is making slow preaching during the coming cold seamight weaken the .peop'e before their ene- over which thg angels sung on. the first progress on his life journey 2?
Why turn son.”
Would that we could apprise our [friends
mie:. It was a humiliating end of a pub- | Christmas eve. There a messenger came | the cold shbulder on him, when he falls?
|
at
home of this, in season for them to unite
It is commonly remarked that defeat oft
lic and grand-projett; nothing but shame and told him that he was wanted by Sami
|
with
us in seeking a special blessing on the
emer
results
fiom
mismanagement
rathe
and evil could eome from it. (2) God re- uel, the prophet. An elder brother, or a
We view preaching of the gospel among the Santals
vealed to Samuel a new fact. Here was an servant, took his charge. (3) Samdel said, than from a deficiency of power.
antidote for his sorrow. A new king, God “We will not sit down till he come hither;” the subject in a different light, by which it this season! Verily, God has blest this
appears that mismanagemefit itself results work, and he will continue to bless it more
had chosen, to succeed Saul, selected ac- he meant, “ To the table for the feast.”
and more, yes, and all those. (both at home
cording to stature not of body but of soul.
12, 13.7“ Now he was ruddy, and withal from a deficiency in physical or mental
Saul stood ‘‘head and shoulders” above of a beautiful countenance, and goodly to power. No man would willfully misman- and in the field) who heartily engage in it
other Israelites; David was greater in mor- look to. And the Lord said, arise, anoint age his affairs, he gererally does so from a | if he is asked to do so in the way of his ap:
want of perception; and a want of per- pointment.
al stature than they. (3) The horn was us- him, for this is he.”
ception, may, with propriety, be regards) OUR NECESSITY IN RELATION TO THIS WORK.
ed to hold the oil of anointing.
Saul was
In what way the Lord
spoke to Samuel,
What, then, shall we do? What shall we
anointed with oil from a vial, and therefore we can only infer; probably’ here by im- as a mental deficiency , and we m: ny add,
decide upon, in the present state of affairs?
as a vialis fragile, it is thought by some to pressions on the oiind the will of God was serious one.
It is argued by some, ‘that the majority Shall we, can we, continue to drag on, at
to be a symbol of his reign.
David was revealed. “Then Samuel took the horn of
anointed with oil out of a horn, something oil and anointed him in the midst of his of unsuccessful people have not tried to this poof, dying rate, but half maintaining
enduting , & symbol, therefore, of his king- | brethren.” The act, as a sign of cornsecra- improve their condition, In reply to such, a mere department of Santal work, while
ship, But symbols of this’ character are tion to God, must have been so understood we beg leave to remark, that - we cana not others, with men and money, enter the field,
always tell when a person is trying. Iti 8 | make the Santal a specialty, and reap a glo« man-made,” clumsy analogies of the imby the family. It was not a customary thing
impossible to correctly estimate a man’ s| rious harvest of souls? Shall we confess
_ agination. (4) The custom of anointing
for Samuel to anoint young men in this
labor by the results he achieves, since A, our wegkness, our cowardize, our selfishwith oil. was older than Jacob; for he did
way.
(2) It is strange that the report of
laboring under mental or physical degener - | ness; and so abandon an enterprize we were
sot invent it when he anointed the pillar at
this incident was not brought to the king;
Bethel. Gen. 28:18.
The oil seems to have and stranger still, that the envy of Jacob's acy, may work hard and produce but little, the first to inaugurate? Shall we leave our
been used to €onsecrate to God the object hoasehold did not alight in the family of while B, in the full enjoyment of all hi s| work for other hands to do, and allow anOr, shall we, like
faculties, accomplishes a vast amount with other to take our crown?
or person anointed. Bx. 28:41; Ruth 7:1.
Jesse.
(§) They probably did not know
earnest, deveféd Christian men and women
Thus we see why, at a later period, David that Saul was rejected of God, and neither comparative ease.
This fact alone should
inspire wus with gird ourselves afresh for this holy enterprize,
held back his hand from Saul, as a sacred
they nor David knew that God had chosen
sympathy
for
the
great
mass
of non-compe- and in the name and strength of our God,
person, “ The Lord's anointed.” (5) ** Jesthis youth for the futare king of Israel. tents. Therefore, in view of the many
* rally once again?”
se, the Bethlebemite’ belonged to the tribe
They ¢id not see the full significance of this
The field is large.
There is ample room
of Judah. Bethlehem was six miles south anointing. ‘* And the Spirit of the Lord disadvantages under which our brother—
for all our coadjutors,
from Jerusalem. The name means ¢ House came upon David. from that day forward.” unknown to us—may labor, let us be chari- for us, and
The
of bread.” - (6) Samuel feared to anoint The exact phrase used of the Judges and ol table in our judgment and merciful in ou ir | and the help of ail is needed.
dealings with the unsuccessful,
Santal population has been estimated at two
David. Kings can not brook a rival. In
{ Saul.
Judges 3:10; 1 Sam. 10:6. It
millions.
What,
then, are these ten or
those as well as in modern \limes crowns
means that the Spirit quickened and .endued
twelve laborers among so many?
often decked the heads of murderers. ‘‘The
Work among the Santa's. then, can we withdraw from, or in any How,
him with mental gifts for his work.) He
way
Lord said, take an heifer with thee, and
——
say,

TT

ability

lawyer's requirements; the former, would
find his labors pleasant and profitable in a
community where the latter would find no
labor at all, Therefore, it is possible tha t
two men may pursue life's journey under
favorable to
circumstances apparently

looketh on the out-

cause of his moral character,and Eliab with

spiritual weltare of men, guard against
béartlessaess towards the sinful. Samuel

[4

formal discussions, many

rice, and | tions

3

man,

rael ? Fill thine horn with oil .and go, I
will send thee to Jesse, the Bethlehemite;
for 1 have provided we a king among his
sons.” (1) Samuel lamented the downfall
of the man whom he had anointed king.
We ought always to mourn over such mor- . its own order.” “The Lord differs from men
al spectacles. To be in sympathy with the in putting high above all else our moral

~~

unsuccessful

This
Different men require different opportu .| 80 ground for great encouragement.
bas,
thus
far,
been
much
greater
in
Sannities to insure success in 'ife. What would
constitute a good chance for the clergy . | talisthan proper, than in lower Bengal and

GoLpeN TEXT :—* And the Spirit of points in Eliab which led Samuel to think
the Lord came wpon David from that
of him as he did. “For the Lord seeth not
day forward.’
1 Sam. 16:13.

I have rejeaicd him from reigning

the

making the of- | competitor bad a fair start in the

Saul one fit to rule Israel.
‘But the Lord
said unto Samuel, look not on his<couule“nance or on the hight of his stature," —two

1 Samuel 16 :1—13,

.

claims that

In
- Samuel called or invited Jesse and | that circumstances were alike favorable for | personal experience brought to light.
{ all,
In referring to persons occupying in- short, all felt that it was good fo be there.
his sons to this feast.
ferior positions in society it is" often re- To meet, and, fortwo days, to sit in coun,'6,7.
‘Audit came to pass, when they
marked, * Trey had precisely the same cil with this'number of earnest, devoted,
were come, that he looked on Eliab #nd
chance
that I had.” In such ‘idstances the intelligent fellow laborers among the Sansaid, smely the Lord's anointed is before
sperker seems to be unaware of the fact, tals, was certainly something to be gratehim.
Samuel said this to himselt.
He had
admiration for a well developed physical that a favorable chance depends largely on ful for, and well calculated to animate and
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It

seeks

possesses satisfaction,

nol, because It already

This quality is not wanting

:

to professed

bristians, They are vain of their experience, their fervor, their faith, They speak
boastingly of (heir minister's smartness, the
elegance of the church, the wealth and social standing of the members, They. ex-

plain to every new minister what great men
have occupied that pulpit—what remarkable

intelligence, taste and education eharacterize that particular congregation, how liberal their givings,

We lately beard several brethren bons of

the marvelous intellect, oratory, learnin
and piety that characterized the ministers o

‘the particular city in whieh

they reside.

the flag of | Their eonversadon cansed you to’ for, io
Between tinh and falsehood thers that the pence and glory of God wore
truce.
can be no pguce.
ar has been waged chiel end in preaching. They. seemed we
against the powers of darkngss. The (rue teach that the exhibition of ministerial
way to make truth attractive is to preach it | smartness as a powerto raise money was
the principal thing. E¥en’ Paul woul not
deeply imbued with the spiritof the Master, “pay” in a metropolit
an pulpit of to-day,
Then, the spitit of love will breathe with except ng a relic of ancient piety, Grum«
blers and grvowlers are marplots in the
every utterance.
Give us the truth, is the great demand of churches. They degrade and belittle rothe age, We are tired of fiction "and con- ligion, but vain boasters of themselves and
their surroundings are equally ibjurious —
troversies,
Advance.

glons, Irom which they would return, bring-

Go Keel What I Have
Sn

Felt.

Strive the besotted beart

to melt,

The downward course to stay;
Be dashed, with biiter curse aside,
Your prayers burlesqued, your tears

defied.

Go weep as 1 have wept,

Or a loved fathers full;
See every promised bles-ing swept—
Youtl’s sweetness turned to gall;

Lite’s fading flowers strewn all the way
“That brought me up to woman’s day.

»

Go see what I have seen;
Behold the strbng man bow—

\

With gnasbing teeth, lie bathed inblood—
Witn cold and livid brow;
’
Go watch his withered glance, and see

Tnere mirrored his soul’s deep misery.
And her crushed bosom cheer;

Thine own deep unguish hide;
Wipe from her cheek the tear.
Mark the wor frame and withered brow,
The gray that streaks her dark hair now—

~The
ng form and trembling limb,
“And trace the ruin back to him

That promise to the cursed cup,

And led her down through love and light,

all that made the future bright,
chained ber there, ‘mid want and strife,
lowly thing, * a drunkard’s wife;
.
stamped on childhood’s brow so mild,
withering blight, a drunkard’s child.”

Go hear, and see, and feel, and know
All that my soul hath felt and known ;
Then look upon the wine-cup’s glow—
See if its beauty will atone;
.
Think if its flavor you will try,

Tell me I hate the bow! ?
Hate is a feeble word;
1 loathe—abhor—my very
soul
With deep disgust is stirred
Whene’er 1 see, or hear, or teil
Of this dark beverage oft.ell!

er

their lives in a

constant struggle, amid Kicks and blows,
starvation and. drunkenness, weie savage
and suspicious to the last degree. A Sunday gchool, pure and simple, would not be
likely to attract such children; it was useless to distribute tracts aud Testaments
among them, for they could not read, Accordingly, be approached the enemy's works
by strategy. Casting about to find some
weak point favorable tor his assault, he remesabered that children were fond of sweets,

and thereupon invested quite a large sum of
money, out of his small savings, m maple
sugar, which appeared to give the largest
value for the money of any thing in that
line; and then, with his pockets full of the
missionary sugar, and his beart full of zeal

—

———

to

searched for them in

their homes, making

attack *‘ The

Sdnds.”
:
Very soon he was the most popular man
Jin all that region. At first, the little people
would run away when he approached, but
the sweetness of his manners and his gifts,
were sure to bring them back again, and,
having disarmed their hostility, it was not
difficult to induce them to attend the school.

wise and gritcious purpose, aud follow

to its proper inspired consequent,

this

** there-

of the children of God, as well as their
power of usefulness, would be greatly increased,
:

the acquaintance of
The most brilliant of our ** pulpit orators”
many of whom are
their teachfollowed their children into the mission and ings,by no means the safest in
not the most accurate in their views
‘into the kingdom ot. heaven.
:
At such times he often came across a Ro- of trath, and some of them one would think
either never read, or utterly forgotten,
man Catholic family, and sometimes nar- ‘have
1saiah 8: 20, and 1 Peter 4: 11. In such
rowly escaped with a whole head.
The ¢nbrilliancy adds an ornament to the al-.
raged father, having previous knowledge of cases,
ready too seductive charms of error, and
that heretic il sugar, and being exceedingly
deepens the danger of wrong thinking to
mad at Mr, Moodwfor coaxing. his young the
‘papists away with it; on seeing Bis beaming ning,unstable hearer; its flushes, like lightface and sturdy form coming up stairs or in sometimrather blind than aid the sight, and
es, it may be feared, the brightness
the door, would sometimes seize a club and Marks
the woment of its death-stroke (o the
rush at him with oaths and curses, At this, soul.
Mr, Moody would obey the exhortation | The
one quite feasible and effective remgiven by Highest
Authority ty to certain earlier edy for
g
missionaries: “If they persecute’ you in disenses all onr spiritual. weaknesses and
is 10 be found in such prayerful
one”
place, ‘‘ flee ye into another.”
At study of God's Word as hall enlarge
and
such times, he used to say, his legs were his clear and
our views of truth, en bling
best friends. But, though they served so us to stand settle
alone, with God for our support,
well to take him out of danger, they always either
apait from or against those who claim
brought him back into it again ; till, at last, lo be teachers
, giving to them respeet and
his patience and good nature conquered all credenc
opposition. The school presently becamea of God, e only as they may minister the truth
wonder. Some of (he leading members of simply forandthe esteem ' them highly in love,
truth’s sake.—Christian In
prominent churches volunteered to teach

théir parents also, a good

tave to help on

gentleman

dollar

notes, folded sepa-

which he sometimes gave away
fifty in a single evening, among
and poor parishioners.
?
not long before the city mission-

ary, who bad divided

the city into districts,

began'to make objection to the wide range
of Mr. Moedy and his workers for the North
Market school. But this man could never
understand ecclesiastical geozraphy.
Its
dividing lines, like those on all other maps,
were parely imaginary ; and if he crossed

so vigorously did

he

use

that authority, that for a litt'e while he
seemed in danger of monopolizingit. The
neighboring schools, working under a lower
pressure, began

to lose their scholars;

but,

being exercised by this light »fliction, it
worked out for them a far more exceeding
weight of success.
Their zeal was
provoked by the brilliant example

of the

Mar-

ket Hall Mission, which thus became a still
greater blessing, by reflecting its own light
and spirit into al! other mission schools of
the city.

Of the school at this period, Mr. Stillson

says, * The city missionary began to be
alarmed for it, lest being worked up at such

high pressure, it should some time blow up.”
But this fear was never realized. Mr.
Moody was guilty of all sorts of vagaries,
and would follow an impulse without waiting for judgmenl—frequently shooting off
at a tangent from all recognized circles of
propriety ; but in spite of all this, the school
iogreased

in

viger

and

in

numbers,

and,

what was better, it gradually improved in
order and in true religious life.
Of its
leader it may be said, as of Hezekiah, ‘Aud
in every work that he began in the service
house of God, and in the law, and in
of the
the commandments, to seek his God, he did
it with all his heart, and prospered.” The
New Testament was Moody's sheet anchor.
It beld bis craft from drifting into any serious heresy, and kept it from being wrecked

—

There is no doubt that one of the rime
sources of strength for a preacher is found

in speaking his

diphe thought..

Back of all

Sroug expression is the life of the speaker.

This

life,

through

exeicices” of mind

and

soul, is continually getting larger and Jareer development.: A man who thinks,grows

«¢ himself generally useWas superintendent in such

matters as for
themselves on his attention—all three being worked to their fullest
capacity in
quieting simultaneous scuffies
and fights in different corners of the room,
rescuing little boys from the clutches of big
ones, and keeping down the noise among
this

mob

prayers

of

and

children,

who,

others hair and black

pull each

each other's eyes in a

manner which left no dou't of the strictly
missionary character of the school.
1t was a great blessing to Mr. Moody that
he had a perfect contempt for trifles. These

- slight

disorders

amon

his scholars

gave

him little trouble.
His school was a
ligious institution, strictly so, intensely
He felt certain it would help to sive some
those neglected little sinners; therefore,
the midst of confusion, he was

reso.
of
in

hopeful and

happy. It was so much-glear gain to bring
them to a place where they would hear a

few words of Secipture, a few Christian

hymns, and a few words of godly counsel
(provided the speaker had good lungs, and
was

pot

modest about

using them), and a

few words of prayer, which they were almost cer ain not to hear any where else.
A Sunday school martinet would bave
fretted himself out of patience, and

school,

in a very

short

time.

But

out of

Mr.

Moody had worked hard to bring these children together ; be had

learned and unlearned —-the ospel, which
was its great theme dnd inspiration, made
the school a unit, and held it close to Christ.

Spent his money to

buy the sugar that coaxed them; he had
promised
the Lord to do his best to save

them, and he bad persuaded some of his
Iriends to help bim. He was committed to

.

— Work for Christ.

More

between. the

the hymns, would

poor,’high and low,

and

ists, Liberals, rich

¢

heart, and the tones of the voice,

will not

respond to it.
The best part of pulpit
speaking is born of new ideas. Vivid conceptions give illumination to oratory,
and
cause it to brighten and glow as it Thoves
on in its puissant course. |
:

sational.

Many

preachers

are timid

by

nature and conservative (rom habit. Hence

they

hold back from saying what

they

feel

in theirshearts to be true.
Their reason is
ahead-of their utterance. In thought they
are radical and progressive ; in speech they
are old fogyish and repetitious.
They
dread nothing sv much as the charge of
unsoundness. They know that if they say
only what has heen said a ‘thousand times

bas

more empty.

The young people deser! the

sauciuaty, and the old folks ery out against

the irreligious
generation.

indifference
:

ot the rising

The true way to preach, as we

to our

appointed espe-

cially the preaching (the outspeaking)of
the
word as the means of spreading the gospel,

converting sinners, and thus saving souls,
it is stil! ¢* with the word of truth * that men
are begotten and quickened into Christian
lite.

The general style of modern preaching,
however, deals but scantily with plain Bible
truth, and therefore leaves the soul of the
hearer to dearth; and if no other channel of
Scriptural information and doctrine be op-

ened to it, not only to dearth but death.
The knowledge of Scriptural truth obtained
by habitual, prayerful reading of the Bible
is like the mother's nurture to the babe, the
soul grows upon it; but the diluted and
adulterated milk so largely furnished by

very much of our eyrrent preaching will not

Lel it not be supposed that all these clill-#T3elf * and wear it; and unlike some other

Mr, Moody

and

his

friend Stillson were

steadily engaged every evening in the week,
tom. the close of business until ten and
eleven o'clock at night. On Sunday morn-

lng, also, they made a grand excursion
through “The Sands” and other lost re-

badges, it will fiot dim in the light of the
judgment-day.
If Christians could be universally brought
to think mor® of the tru bh, and less of the
reacher, to realize

Da

that

* in

the

poorest.

sermon we ever listened wo there

ig some tiuth, which is to each one of us,

if

we will receive it, as a piece of bread laid
upon the the table for our support,” if we
a

|

hundred

and

geventy-six, our

nation’s centennial, will also be the

SEMI-CENTENNIAL
of the Morning Star. “After fifty yéars of

J. L. Phillips, W. H. Bowen, R. 8. James,
H., Butterworth, O. E. Baker, 'R. L. Howto thy Saviour, and he ard and C, A. Bickford,
:

verted one, so come

shall say, ‘Go

in

O

thou uncon-

peace; thy
- sins are for-

given thee,"—W , 7 Lewis,

Churchman.

:

D. D.,

We shall aim
fresh and timely.

in the

from

How many wretched homes in our land !
How many beait-broken invalids! Life
with many signifies a mere onerous exisgtence. All are subject to disease, but when
health i§ removed the hope is nearly gone;
out. Sickness is usually incurred through.
exposure or carelessness. - Especially is this
true with those diseases peculiar to woman.
Through her own imprudence and folly she

Gradually the bloom

leaves her cheeks,

the

to have correspondence
Thts will include letters

prineipal centers in this country,

and from foreign lands,

We shall have a

special correspondent in Washington during
the approaching session of Congress, and
in Philadelphia next summer to picture the
great Centennial Exhibition,
As

the

denominational

organ, the

Star.

will aim to be the fair and impartial cham-

her

quires something which not only
will restore to health the diseased organs, but will

tone and invigorate the system. Dr.
Merce’s
Favorite Prescription will do this, It imparis strength to the diseased parts, brings
back the glow of bealitr;"and restores comfort where previonsly there was only. suffering.
:
Every invalid lady should send for ¢* The
People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,”
in which over fifty pages are devéted to the

N.Y.

Ag-nts wanted to sell this valuable

work.

idence to the congregation that the pastor's
mind is growing. Seholarship.is discovery.
Preaching is but the announcement of the
new discoveries that the preacher has made
of divine truth. A true sermon is not de-

thee

was given

gift that is in thee, which

PEN

to

we

{

Ch
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or

more, ONE-THIRD BEING

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at
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Will not pastors, and all interested in
Christian work, exert themselves in extend-

Master, to introduce

48

$5,t0

“

with, and we appeal to you, servants of the

Golding& Co., Manuf"s, Washington Sq.,
13w

5.70

ing the circulation of the Morning Star? It
is a helper that can not well be dispensed

Own Printin

wringer QUtfits

4.50

Monthly”...

¢

ary?”

it

the paper wherever

is not taken.
Let us all make one grand rally at the
opening of the semi-cemtenuial volume, and
induce every Freewill Baptist to take the:
Star. In "doing so, we shall benefit the
subscriber more than any other person.
And we

may commend

it

with

one for the WESTERN
been opened

‘Terms peryear «
“.
imadvanoe,

The pic-nic;

the

convention,

the

classed under the

head

of

Sunday

school

luxuries, or poetry.
Bat Suaduy schools
can not live and thrive on tnat kind of aliment altogethsr. There is a background
of prosy, hard work needed to gather the
youth

of our

land into

ou:

schools,

UNEQUALED=

UNA

TMADALS

and

teach them
the truths of God’s Word, and
not only to get them there, but hold them
there. This will require plodding throngh

HO

Light from the Cross,

es, arranged

OR ar

New Yea,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
» rs. Child's
The Christ-Child,

sunshine and shower, heat and cold, -visiting and praying, studying and working,

of our benevolent sacieties, an account of our liter.
The Pralmody

ig
used,
book,
157;
Small,

giving liberally of money and muscle, brain

and heail.

Real Sunday school work is no

child’s play ; no pastime for lazy people, or |
awarded
pleasant recreation for sensation hun‘ers.
ALWAYS trial E:

Itis a high and holy mission committed to
men and women who are willing to labor
for God among the rising generation, and
win them to holiness of life. We have already too many in the Sunday school . waiting to take the poetic part of the enterprise,
bit who are either too unwell or too unwilling to get down to the prose of it. ~ ‘The
bard work of it they'do not want.
But

dawdling; ard trifling, and

an angry God

forever.

procrastinating,

reason will tell him

that the question of his soul's salva'ion is
worthy of taking precedence of every thing
else, and that if

urope.
tof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.
BES
Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both

hemispheres,

1

he

has

no good. ground of

hope that he bas peace with God, he ought

to give up-every thing else, as far as possible, till his mind is at ease on this point.
Many mere worldly things have robbed us
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.
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to all, as a paper that is liberal and progressive, alive to every good work.

Here,
is a practical suggestion from the
8. 8. World, which it will do none of us
harm to think over occasionally :

DEPARTMENT has pocently

in Chicago, and

KiVes his entire time to the work.

The

and “Wide Awake? (the popular new juvenile magazine),.. $4.00
and Harper’s Magazine, Ba-

»

The Bust-Putterns made. Send 5cts. for Catalogue.

by prophecy wirh the laying on of the hands
Meditale upon these
ot the presbytery,
things; give thyself wholly to. them; that
appear

Clubs of six

TAPE,TO

is to preach your latest thought. Each successive sermon should give indisputable ev-

The Morning Star
is a large religious paper of eight pages, now in its fifiieth volume. It is able, literary and progressive. The principle offices are to be in Boston, bu

»

in their hearts, to follow

newness of life,

conceive,

feed the soul at all, but at the hest keeps it
the enterprise before God, angels, men and feeble, and way fatally disease it.
women, and a good many bad children; | St Paul preached the gospel, ‘‘ not in the
therefore, if it took a superintendent for words that man's wisdom, teacheth, but
every boy, and an assistant superintendent which the Holy Ghost teacheth, comparing
for every girl, that school was foreordained spiritual things with spiritual” (1.
Cor. ,2:
to'go on.
13). The only present teaching of the Holy somebody wustdo it, or the cause must sufhe North Market Mission speedily be- Ghost is through
or
with
the Holy
fer,
What say you, dear reader? Are you.
came popular, partly as au means of grace,
Scriptures, his full and perfect utterances. willing (o doff your coat and go to work in
and partly. as a curiosity. Before this time Since inspiration ceased, and St. John
? If you are, Jesus wants just such
no mission school in the city had numbered went up to enjoy the glories of the heaven earnest
more than one hundred and fifiy ; bul this he saw in Patmos, no new truth has come energetic work hands,
increased by such Fb strides that in three to us from above, but enforcement ol'gospel
months it was two hundred strong; in six precept and exposition of gospel doctrine
Putting off Salvation.
Months, three hundred and fifly ; and with-. remain the sole and complete duty of the.
We
Ih a year the average attendaice was about servant of Christ. But much more of that
six hin
and
fifty, with an occasional which is natural than of that which is zpivitMay we no' cat and sleep, and attend to
crowd of nearly a thousand. It is estimated ual enters into the great bulk of the preach- our worldly affairs, and share in innocent
that about, two thousand children anpually ing of the present age. To preach the gosleasures, as usual, and yet have the sub.
passed through the school ; many, of course, pil in simplicity, to know nothing among a ject of religion in our thoughts of en, and
staying but a few weeks; but in these few heople ¢* but Jesus Christ and him orpcified,” pray occasionally, and so find ‘peace with
weeks a revelation opened to their blinded
8 not the prevailing style; nevertheless, it God, without any resolved efor: and wres souls, which changed the whole course of is a broad and bright. badge of distinction to ling mn prayer P Possibly you may, we retheir lives.
every gospel minister who will ** deny him- ply; but more probably while you are so:
dren game to Sunday school of their own
accord, It was necessary (o hunt them up,
and bring themin one by one. In this work

ot God

in

Not all Play.

true to us, and pecaliorly applicable

times ; fot while God

the peace

Christ

before, they are perfectly safe from all at-tack and suspicion ; so they keep saying it consideration of those diseases
peenliar to
over and over, week after week.
Drowsy Women.
It will be sent, post-paid,
to
orthodoxy sleeps undisturbed in its nap- any address, for $150.
Address, R. .V.
ping, and the pews keep getting more and Pierce, M. D., World's Dispensary, Buffalo,

Pe

men enjoy the services of a thousand preachers,” This thought of , Theophilus is quite

Eighteen

1s7e.

We offer the following inducements to
lips grow ashy white, her vivaeity deparis,
she continually experiences a feeling of our patrons:
A
weariness and - general languor, and al
“Any
subscriber
to
the
Morning
together presents a ghostly appearance.
Star, who
What does she need? Should
she take will furnish the name of a NEW ONE, can
Now, many preachers keep their latest some stimulating drug, which will for the
thought to thewse'ves, through fear of say- lire make her ** feel belter,” or does her have (he two copies of the paper, for one
ing something heretical, or strange, or sen- entire system demand reparation? She re- year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.

Truth.

though i* be sown a thousand times, so
neither will there be much good of preaching where the Scriptures are not read, though

The Morning Star. Treewill Baptist
PUBLICATIONS
1876.

is made to drag out a miserable existence— pion of all our interests, to uphold our faith
a source of annoyance and anxiety to her without
being dogmatic, to give the latest
friends, and anything but a comfort and
because it represeuts the ripest exerience. pleasareto herself. Exposure to the cold news from all the churches, and also to inThe character of the thought decides the at times when she should be most prudent, clude whateve
r may be of current interest
quality of the expression, also, in public and overtaxing her body with laborious emspeaking. Slale thought can never be elo- p'oyment, are both fruitful causes of many among all denominations.
quently expressed.
The sympathies of the of the maladies from which she suffers.
Jdberal Offers.

| thy profiting may
ule.

There is a saying of one of the old fathers, that ** as ground that has never been
moistened (irrigated) will not yield a crop,

1876.

fast, and bis latest growth is always best.
Iu is the best because it is the freshest, and

duction, is not inference,is not conclusion. |
It is, above. everything else, suggestion. It |
should start lethargy into thoughtfulness.
It should act as a spur to quicken the pace
of the lazy iutellectnal life ot the people,.|
on the shoals of mere amusement, towards To keep back any new idea that the Spirit
are carried with the | has given a man, is to defraud the Spirit, is
But what was to be done by sueh a crowd of | “which50 manyschools
small ruffians when they were once brought tide. A teacher might have all sorts of no- to thwart the divine purpose of the pulpit.
together? The question was oue to appall tions of his own; but, so long as he was The ministry of the Spirit is an ever-opea man of less faith and courage; but be was willing to teach a class of such’ children out rant ministry. Its finest work is yet a thing
eqaal to the occasion. Of one thing he felt of the New Testament, Moody felt Geitdin of the future. God's inessages are not all
sure, namely, that these children would en- that the man or woman could do bat little delivered yet, nof his prophecies uttered,
joy Sunday school singing. His musical mischief, while the book was certain to do The prophetic gift is born with; each geners
friend, Mr. Truedeau, was therefore installs much good. - Thus, with a great and irreg- ation, and the prophet who denies his gift
ed im the officg
of chorister. Mr. Stillson ular band of ‘teachers—Methodists, Calvin- against the Holy Ghost. *¢« Neglect not the

came also to
ful, Each man

411

efficient service, the Star will enter upon
its second Half Century with an experience
full of promise, and a purpose full of hope.
The WESTERN DEPARTMENT will
been.
deed! We have seen multitudes follow it
for years, and de unchanged and despair- tinued in charge of Rev. A H. HuLing,
ing!" We have known other men, who, like but with such changes as will
unify and
St. Augustine, grieved and terrified at their
strength
en
the
paper.
N
own delays, have gone to some lonely place
and cast themselves down with tears and + Editorial assistance will be ample and
cries, before God, saying,* How long, 0
Lord, how long shall I say to-morrow and 10- competent, with the following persons as
morrow?
Why nol to-day?” and so have
to
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
rayed with
Jacon’s resolve, +1 will not
Jobo Fullonton, J. J. Butler, Thomas
et thee go except thou bless me,” and have
risen, and gone forth converted men, with Goadvy, D. W, C. Dargin, C. H. Malcom,

,£O wearisome condition of humanity 1”

Speak It out.
—

29, 1875.

of rest, ‘and food, and sleep; why should it
he thought enthusiasm and madness to be
as much concerned and in earnest in the
great matter of the soul's eternal salvation?
| Ab ! we know what unconvertéd men will
say to all ‘this; religion js very needful, we
must have it, for it would be horrible to die
without it; but we expec: to attend church,
and to hear good sermons, and to say our
prayers, and read our Bibles when wé can
et time, and 80 by and by we shall become
opeful and happy Christians, without any
of this great excitement or fuss, and come
to the Lord's altar some time before we die,
perhaps after we get (brough the hurry and
press of business, and so find acceptance
with our God. A very quiet process, in-

Rh

is mentioned,

‘Who.would occasionally make the evening
round of visits with Moody aud Stilison, at
which times he would provide himself with
rately, of
forty or
their sick
It was

telligencer.

the fortunes of the school,

The name of one

opportunity, and

Sunday. School,

proceeded

gicgunlutanse--}ie also

authority he asked for doing good was the

The first difficolty in the way, was to
make the acquaintance of those neglected

love, he

the streets—whom

them freely in his search for children’ tc
teach, or sinners to save, it must be set
down to the fact that, to his eyes, such lines
were never visible.
He would as soon have
thought of marking out parishes for the sunshine, or parceling ou! the air. The only

When all proclaim, * Tis drink and die!”

little heathen, who, passing

in

a quantity of one

Whose plighted faith in e rly Jouth

Promised eternal love and truth,
But who, forsworn, huth yielded up

and

fore let no man glory in men ” (1. Cor, 8
21), the health and vigor and spiritual joy

find

would sometimes chase into alleys and celfars, up and down ladders, and over piles
of lumber, for the purpose of making their

classes in it, and some wealthy persons who
did not give themselves, gave of their for-

Go to the mother's side,

Mr. Moody’s

he

as he might

Go kneel as there 1 knelt,
Implore, beseech and pray—

And
Aud
That
nd
That

ing. their spoils with them in the shape of a
‘dozen or so of the wild boys and girls they
| had found!
Not content with captusiug such children

could constantly remember that all minis.
ters, even the most admirable, ave but the
earthen vessels it pleases God to use for his

—

A young lady of New York was in the habit of
writing for the Philadelphia Ledger, on the subject of temperance. Her writing was so full of
pathos, and evinced such a deep emotion of soul,
that a friend of hers’ accused her of becoming a
maniac on the subject of temperance, whereupon
she wrote the following lines:
Go feel what I bave felt,
Go bear what I have borng—
Sink *neath the blow a futher dealt,
And the cold world’s proud scorn ;
.|
Then suffer on from year to year—
Thy sole relief the scorching tear,
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So far as we are able to understand them,
Catholics in America wean nothing less
than . their own civil ‘and ecglesiastical su-

a

premacy.
Bul they will not be likely to
gain it. And yet, before their hope of it is
finally destroyed, there arg likely to be
sharp political contests, more dr less truckling by public men of the baser sort, and
some moral warfare on the part of those
who rally to the defense of our liberties, insisting pon saving this.country for Christ
and his ttuth.

veal to the Free Baptist

this confident,

way to redemption. Alter all expedients
are tried, and all fresh appiiances made,
there is no other question for sinners than
that which trembled on the Philippian jail
ers lips, that expresses the central demand
of the soul, and no answer save that of the
apostle can open the real way of relief.
.

experience the

highest joy.

cheerljess it may

appear

We must drink

from

However

who walk in it.

the fountain-head beAnd

ain of God's love, standing in the pure at- |
mosphere of his presence, and drinking from
the cup which he holds in his own hand, that
we can experience all the significance of a
real Christian litle.

CALLING

Then, and not

men

till then,

in Christ, and ready to

piety beautiful

and becoming,

is

not the same thing as standing firmly by an
imperiled - principle. The latter is the real
test. A thousand wishings that we were
glorified saints are less in God's eye than
one manly grapple with a worldly passion.
There is, indeed, a divine beauty in Christian fidelity; Lut the true worker is pot
aiming so much at the beauly as at the
If we take care of our (rusts, !
faithfulness.
God will take care of our trinmphs; and |
1

|

when the hour of victory comes,

we need

bave no fear but the faith that did not falter,

and

the work

that would

not cease, will

blossom out into a glory brighter than the
vision of any dream.
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Men have considered holy the places Jesus
with certain rites as necessary to religion.
Indeed, Christianity has frequently been
made to consist in almost anything rather
than holiness, piety and devotion.
Controversies, ending in bitter strife and
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workers,—what besides a revelation of the
joysy to come is going to make us so zeal-

ous and persistent as, a revelation of the,
sin that now is? 4
Not indeed in any of these casés do we
mean tha sin must necessarily abound beoe will fully epter. Natures differ.
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do

not
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gained any of the wisdom, we trast. it will
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be presided

earnestly hope that these may

over by a conscience that will first pay
what is due for the paper before it prays
for it.
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means work, and will not be likely to confine himself to one state or section. The
needs of the Mission are great and pressing.” As God has given to us, so let us
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but

brief

promptly filled.

ate of the Free

I accept

churches.

$425,000,

The office

has

a pastorate of seven

years,

glad to be able to give an encouraging reof our church. This church has been in a
Bro. Dunjee asked me
poor ‘condition
so as to come and
affairs
arrange
to
spring,

labor with them.

Bro. J. Ww.
church, colored, in this city, and
Gaines; who joined us from the Clase Commune.

ion Baptist, aud isan earnest Christian worker,
took charge and carried on the work of building

there. I visited the brethren here, and in accordance with their wishes, took charge of the

not attending theirs, The Sabbath school was
in a poor condition. ThusI found but few to
But the greeting of these few was 80

greet me.

hearty, that I felt as though I had always been
with them. - With united hearts, we commenced

to labor for the upbuilding of the church. Soon
On the 10th
the brethren began to come home.

of Oct., I baptized two, and added them to the
axiariiond 4 prota
eked ashing
church. WéWa éomitenced
20°74

on the lith of Nov.
In this meeting there
were, including several backsliders who were
reclaimed, seventeen blessed, and thus enabled
to join with us in praising the Lord.
Oa the

floating down the river, five went down with
me and were buried with their Lord by baptism.

Three of these united with us, making seven
We have a full
teen additions since July 15th,
school numbers
congregation. Our Sabbath
continue to crown our labors with success.
:
B, F, Fox,

Rev. J, M. LowpeN

8,, that our cause

n of our denominaI the most Eastern divisio
y free from all secentirel
am
I
{ional ary,
tional preferences, have no partialities to
gratity, ‘or favoritisms of any sort. 1 am
most thoroughly committed to all parts and
portions of our denomination, and hope by

the blessing of God to exert, if not a large,
a healthful influence on all.

No interference shall be indulged with
any other Society or benevolent enterprise
We shall endeavor to
in legitimate work.
encourage and co-operate with all and
every laudable means,in raising our people
to a greater unity of effort, a deeper piety,
.a larger benevolence, and a broader - sweep

in

is

was one of the happiest gatherings ever known
on Strafford Ridge. The pastor and his family

Several have

been

some united with the church,

revitwo
have
most
' The

the

N,

Halifax,

in

ciples, it.would seem, are not widely known in
that region. Surely, there is a good field for
’

ead
A gracious revival is in progress in N

Danville,

Vt.

Several have recently

foun

I Saviour precious, others are still seeking f

service

This unwont-

One,”
ed nearness to Christ, the ¢ holy

to the meeting

has lent

an impressive and heavenly

that the Lord
pathos, The general prayer 18
both cemplete
is
it
until
work
the
will continue

and permanentin its results,

at
Our brethren, of Larue church, are bard
, of

work, erecting a new house of worship
brick, and of Gothic design, It isnow enclosed,
large
and is to be finished next summer. Itis
burden, financislly,for the church, but one essen=

tial to the further growth and permanency of
the eause inthis place. And we hope that the
préthrenof Marion and adjacent Q. M's, seeing

that it is a real accessionof ‘value and
to our cause in Central On, will help
liberal and generous hand,

generally expressed,

strength’
a

us with

the state is hope-

The outlookin this partof-

flei g

ful ; there is, however, a

of regret quite
pect of losing

at the

the pastoral services of our long-tried and most
brother

efficient

Bates,

of

Marion

church.

May the Lord so direct thematter of his rosig:

this

in
nation, ns that our ‘progress as a people,
check.
ent
perman
no
sustain
may
loeality,

I was born a

Our prin-

a protracted

We commenced

ever before experienced by them,

In a village near

labor,

ou

Alaba-

here a fostnight ago, and the work of revival
in‘began early in the meeting and has steadily
have
creased in power and scope.’ ' Some souls
many
been reclaimed, several converted and
greater richa
found
have
to
profess
ns
Christia
leve than
ness, and sweeter joy in the Saviour’s

and

converted

it.”

New Church Orgunized.
Freewill Baptist church wus organized

field, 0,

progressing

* Why,

eo

Tugrx is a precious work of grace now in
progressin Pleasant Grove church near Spring-

had ever been there,but these commenced studying the Bible and rejacted the chief points of
Calvinistic doctrines. A deacon in a C. Baptist
Free Baptist, but did not know

not

WESTERN.

Halifax, two years ago, during a revival about
forty were converted, No F. Baptist minister

church said to Bro, L.,

——

church, This
Spring
ma, named Dripping
church is the result of the labors of Rev. J. 8.
Manning, and was organized by him, assisted
by the writer. Although the church is small, it
is sarrounded by a strong Freewill Baptist
element, and has a good prospect of growth, and
of becoming useful and honorable to the cause
T. P. TavLon.
.
of Christ.

a
in

that city. The congregation is. more than four
times as large as three months ago when Bro. L.
went there.

ee

Sunday, the 5th, in Winston Co., North

H. Quinsy,

favorably

8. U.K.

appreciate such tokens of affection.

Probably the town

writes rom

gave

Kimball

him a house.warming, last Wednesday evening,
and left presents which, with gifts received durIt
ing the autumn, amounted to about $100.

community, and we hope to see, during the
winter, many others gathered in.
Cras. D. DupLEY,

Though

C.

I'nk neighbors of Rev, 8.

M.
of
C.
of refresh-

Wesr Cape Elizabeth Church, The
val interest which commenced among us
months ago is continuing. Thirty-five
arisen for prayers in the different meetings,
of whom are now trying to live Christians.

much
being

Pray, brethren, that the Lord may

eighty-five,

Recently Bro. Folger, in

has never been stirred as now.

19th

the

Last, Sab.,

sort to the Susquehanna,

inst., notwithstanding the intense cold and the ice

his labors, has held a convention here with his
assistants, and God gave success, Bro. Fowler,
the evangelist, is supplementing that, and great
power is attending. All societies are harmo-

So-

Can

'y

church on the 15th of July, There was, § may
And most of the brethsay, no congregation.
ren, who had not joined other churches, were

A

profound

churches.

Luray,

at

I then had charge

But
Va., where my heart was deeply engaged.
I could not bear the idea” of our not having a

j

ing along theseason.

in
located for the present at Lewiston, Me.,

the upbuilding of all the

We

Hyrrissuge.

West

Carvary CaurcH,

ave
port
-| very
last

-

this interest in religion is increasing throughout

of moral powers for the cause of Christ,

revival work

in Oxford Co , Maine.

accepted,

affections for the Pine St, church.

York

Mg. C. H. Taivtor, of Bates Theological

school, is laboring in: reform and

Greene, Me., the past season, and has been very
after mature and protracted théught and successful in uniting the people in the good work,
deliberation, attended by much prayer for and in winning souls to Christ. May the Lord
Divine direction, with the conviction of prosper and bless him, wherever he may be
.the church
duty,—called of God to the specifie work in- called to labor, is the prayer of
oi
‘of ties in there.
|
volved therein, and the sundering

and

in New

He states that the change is

made partly in the interests of his health,
which was seriously affected in Biddeford by
pFoximity to the sea-coast. Cherishing the best
wishes for the people that he has left, he hopes
to do yet further and gueater service for the
Master in his new field,

able to accomplish for the Society, and the
cause of God, what is imperatively deBro. B, SyuvesTER, of Wayne, has been lamanded and reasonably expected of the boring with the people of South Leeds, and

been

entered upon the pastors

Baptist church,

city, last Sabbath.

extracts

devoted Christians, victory has
Baptist brethren have had a measure

~My accept-

responsible and laborious position in
diffidence and distrust of myself, in

—

months, were, in round numbers,

announced.

i

from his writings, and the remaining 140
pages contain some of his best Sermons and
Lectures. This last chapter. is alone worth 5th inst,, I baptized eleven, nine of whom, with
We
more than the price of the book,
three others, were added to the church.
we retherefore
church,
our
in
pool
no
-have
Wishing to put this excellent volume ia-

‘

DEAR BRETHREN IN CHRIST :

has

For a year he

Nova Scotia.

of

able to preach ‘on account of severe

his will and pleasure is best.”

darly wanhood, his ministry in Graftov,
Chester,
Olueyville
and
Providence,
giving letters and
life, and
editorial
memorials
of his death and characier.
Chapter
VI. tréats of his Recreations
in Eurppe and the’ East; Chapter VIL
headed *¢ Studies of the
Word and

Denominational News and Notes.
ance as Cor. Sec. of our Home Mission

health

with friends

found in Christ Jesus, He writes, * I would
like to be able again to preach Christ, but if not,

tive of his life, treating of his youth and

niously united in the move,

jve to him, in the persons of his needy
ones, and to help his work that may be lan-

of

lung troubles, but he has the sure consolation

(0. re-

This book goes to the bindery the present
week, and wiff®be ready for delivery after
a few, dys.
It is written in Dr. Bowen's
best style, printed with new type, on fine
tinted paper, and is 10 be well bound, making a book of 481 pages. The steel enoraving is exceedingly life like,in the opinion of all who have seen it.
About 200
pages are occupied with the randing narra:

ond half century of the paper.

The entire
or over $21,000 per month.
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not been

“as the representative of a progressive and

Home Mission.

two

poor

Croyvell, now stopping

in Barrington,

and
~

Ministers and Churches.
aggressive church,” and is throughout vigorous and manly in tone. Rev. Dr. SamPrrrsriEid, N. H,, is being blessed with
uel Fallows is the editor, assisted by Bishop
revival, Afterahard year's labor
glorious
We welCummings, Cheney and others,
church matters, in efforts by the ¥,
adjusting
come the Appealto our table. It wil for
C. A., and persevering prayer by a number
the present be issued monthly.
The
come.

he

him, for

Otselic

church,

Wg are sorry to learn of the

The Memoir of Dr. Day.

Bro. Burgess’
Tue Hose Mission.
formal announcement of his acceptance of
the Home Mission Secretaryship, appears in aA good time to subscribe -for the
We need add no word of “MORNING S1AR.’at the commenceanother column.
knows ment of a new volume, and of the secThe denomination
introduction.
him. Ifit does not, it will probably have

an opportunity ‘of ‘meeting

‘the

Rev. N. L, Rowers

itself

aunennces

ft

that the

blessing on Deo,

‘Rev. J. F. Browse has become pastor of the
1 intend visiting a number of our Q.
Meetings held in Jan. next, and such others Strafford (Bow Lake) church, Bro. Browne . is
an earnest, conscientious laborer, and will not
as I can attend from time to time.
Aud please do remember us in your daily |. be content short of the Master's blessing.
J. S. BurcEss. =
prayers.

rep-

of

exponent

learn

uniting with

Rev. I. H.

to every F. Baptist family, the retail price
will be only 81.50, A few have been printGod's inspired Word, to the analysis of the ed on belter paper, and will be bound in
class room under the cunning manipulaextra style, making a choice book at $2.00
tion of some. infidel teacher will be looked
per volume.
Ten or more copies of this
upon by many as a dangerous experiment.
desirable
work
may be sold in almost any
Notwithstanding, we are not quite sure but
Wil not the pastor or some
that the idea is a good one.
It is notably a congregation.
question with two sides, and will bear fur- other one encourage a suitable person (o
ther thought, at least.
canvass for the sale of the book in every
.
i
An
CHURCH PAPER.
We have re- chuich?
Discounts. We shall make the usual
ceived the fire. number of an attractive sixdiscount
on sales by the dozen, and will
teen page quarto paptT called the Appeal,
grimied at Cineago. Tt the announced make still better terms to those who canrgan of the Reformed Episoopas church, vass on a larger scale.
which, in its vigorous youth, wisely sends
Send in your orders, and they will be

tty to make ic essential to the demomination, and helpful in all Christian work. We
edrnestly ask your prayers, and just as

others and
bountiful that area blessing to
good men
that
all
after
But
*
to themselves.
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enjoyed
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whom were baptized by Rev. J, M. Allen, the
pastor. More are ex pected to unite soon,

-

of service. ' In other words, it proposes to
make a birthday celebration, and to adorn
itself befittingly and express itself appropriatelytor the ‘occasion. Xou ean Letter waif

So, also,
to inst itute public worship.
We shull pever estimate {he | right
strength.
social
other
all
;
and
rence
confe
| with prayer,
eternal riches at their true valine until the
supto
vain
is
It
ses,
exerci
and
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meeti
|
meanness of all perishable wealth has been
ly
ing
mere
meet
to
prize | pose that people will go

Fin

and

ritual,

and

of form

make the Star reproduce Itseli,=become,
as it were, a panorama of its past fifty years

any labor or enter-

wadeg,

evil of
sult'of seeing or experiencing the
To be efficient Christian
indulgence.

the

work

frofn any one; directed to me at Lewiston,

—

put

slauceé can be produced of his requiring
| anything of a moral being without offering

makes us. To practice clean habits, we
‘need to see the work and influence of fil"thy ones. To be temperate is often the re-

in

the

A. H, MiLLixex,

:

Orserie, N.

church

ceive suggestions, advice, encouragément,
or. discouragement,
where
they
exist,

Now this is all wrong, different from BiTHE Binge IN A New
ROLE.
The last
ble teaching, contrary to the example of number of the N. W. Christian Advocate
Christ, which advances the principles of brings forward a proposition apropos of the
holy living, and shows Christianity to con- Bible-in-the-schouls question, which has at
sist in a true character and a nobleness of least the merit df” novelty.
Referring to
life, and not, as we are sometimes prone to President Grant's recommendation in his last
make it, in the manner in which we wor- Message that every state be required to mainIt is not necessary that one observe tain‘a system of free schools which shall be
ship.
this or that particular ceremony, considered purely secular, it proposes that in that event
as a mere matter of form, but that the the Bible be introduced as one of the regular
heart and purpose of life be right, in order studies belonging to the English classics. If
(0 be a Christian.
Milton, Pope and Shakespeare be used as
studies in English literature, why not the

| When a speaker presents himself before an
May not God test us In the
marshals.
| audience, he proposes to furnish them someWe do not believe that he
same way?
and a propso long as | thing worthy of their attention,
counts backward steps for much
Otherpresence,
the prayer | or consideration for their
he sees that both the will and
has
one
No
Hence | wise, he does them injustice.
are set resolutely io go forward.
unless he can
preacher
a
be
fo
right
the
|
over the
hearers.
the value of the brave resolve
way. |1 meet the reasonable demands of his
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public
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the world,
, clean and tastefal;
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ons {hat the | warmed and venti
use that we make of the less
for instruction, edsions
and with such provi
© old years have taught us. We shall never |
are suited to the,
as
ion
devot
and
|
be really and abidingly strong until they ification,
they have no
e;
rwis
Othe
man.
of
0
s
f| need
have helped to teach us the only source

fore

to consider unim-

monies of so much importance.

| requirements, laws, and ordinances, either
j expressly or by implication.
Not an in-

in some measure révealed to us. To )
is |
and really try to keep a sweet temper
more likely to be successful when we bave
te
, felt how ugly and miserable its opposi

’

matters

portant

beld

been

hatred, have

an adequate coosideration. Men may represei.t him as arbitrary and unreasonable;
| but neither Scripture nov experience gives
| any countenance to the charge. So far from
| this, be deals most bountifully with all, tothem, that our failures should be allowed | wards .whom
the riches ,of his goodness
tr woioh too heavilv nnon us,
|
abound
and
superabound.
-— yee
sy wrt
;
It was not so much his use of a victory {© True ministers and churches of Christ
They
as it was the lessons that be learned and \ govern themselves in the same way.

applied from a defeat that Napoleon

Bradford, Me,

St. Lawrence river at one or two points, it is

near | tercourse with each other—it ig the great rality, of age.
We shall get into it all the
the pur-| { law of business. God employs it in all his enterprise and real worth that we can, and

nose is trying to fix itself to atone for
hem,
We doubt not that this is the present experience of very many of our readers.
It
would be singular if it were not.
Life is
full of failures. . And it is also full of new
opportunities, crowding upon us like the
light and blessing of each new day.
It is
only as we fail to leap up and embrace

both

°

Rev. L, HATHAWAY'S name was amitted in
the Register, He isu member of the church in.

AT one of the last sessions of the Hiilsestimated that a vessel of 1000 tons burden dale Q M., a reso'ution was passed recommay easily pass from the western lakes to mending that each church of the Q.-M.
Montreal and into Lake Champlain. The take a collection to be used in erecting n
enlargement of the Illinois and Mich. eanal, suitable monument to the memory of Elder
connecting Chicago with the Mississippi, was John Thomas, so long the veteran preacher
We
A committee and worker of the Quarterly Meeting.
also very favorably discnssed.
of seven was appointed to urge upon Con- earnestly call attention to the necessity of
gress the importance of national aid in the immediate effort for carrying the resolution
| extension of better transportation facilities. into effect before our next session. Pastors
The questions considered were of, great im- and clerks of churches are respectfully
portance to the whole country, and-especial- urged to bring the resolution before the
!
ly to the producing interests of the great people.
E. J. Howgs, Treasurer.
west.

min-

When we

Separated,

I shall be very glad, at any time,

Will It Pay?

motives.

South,

Pray for ‘us that

may still go forward.

hopes; for the cause of Missions, East, West,

North, and
country.

nawaga ship-canal and Lake Champlain.
and ceremonies; based upon the.outwa d By the building of the Caughnawaga canal,
acts in the life of the Saviour, and has let the deepening of the Willand canal and the

and

when

:

resenting a broader field? After speaking
This issue of the Star completes its fiftieth at some length on the ordinary use of the
volume. ; It enters upon its second half cen- above named classics in the school reom, the
tury, as the country, whose highest welfare Advocate says:
it has faithfally tried to serve, begins its
And so the children might read large por
second hundred years. It is peculiarly tions of the Scriptures from a reader, withbeing taught to consider “these ingratifying to-its friends that it could bear out
the same
the part that it did in disorganizing slavery, spired, any more than when
reader should offer an eloquent passage
its new from the Koran.
There was ouce a theory of passive en- and helping the nation to begin
| durance, or indifference, teaching that we century withont that wicked stain upon it.
That the superior claims of the Bible to a
| ought to be willing to do anything or noth- In estimating the snw of its Christian serv- place in English classical literature aye be| ing, to be anything or nothing, with reward ice, the Star will always reckon that as one yond question can pot be successfully de| or without reward. It &as called disiuter- of the important factors.
pied, but whether the use of the hook in the
Bat we do not propose to indulge in reand the
| ested benevolence, but falsely;
manver indicated would not tend to dgideas set forth under it were baseless and (rospection, to the extent that the oecasion grade it in the student's mind to the lev?)
| perverse. Inertia may be a law of matter might suggest. That will be done in a dif- of Shakespeare and Dryden may well be
but not of mind, which is rational and al- ferent way next week, when we shall try to | questioned. To subject the Book of hooks,

Acts from

difficulty.

twenty since June.

rise and

pass ibto a snbordinate place the principles
intended to teach.
which those acts weré

us as a denomination to first appreciate and
act upon it. For we are convinced that
the denomination that first : nd fully enters
into that kind of life is the one for which
God bas in reserve all the fullness of his
power.
.
With prayer and coufidence we would
ask all our readers to undertake this kind
of life for the coming year. Let all the
year's work aim at realizing it. Let every
aspiration be towards it. As patriots we
could make .our country no richer centennial offering than that. As Christians we
could render neither to God nor to humanity a more acceptable service.
It is only as we seem to hear our readers pledging themselves to this course of life
that we can wish them in its fullest sense
For we do pot
A Harpy “NEw Year.
know how they can fully realize it in any
other way.

# ' ways

Standing together, we
over every

to

essential

effort "is

Associated

have © ™

paths of peace. At our last conference five
were added by letter to the church, making in all,

1

New York by way of St. Lawrence,

steps by which we climb up.
Regrets are | prise, we do it in view of d tousideration.
simply the planeon which we slide down. It is a law of our being, and right:
A person may spend a life-time in merely
It is useless, therefore, to find fault with
regretting.
his failures, and in the end not this truth.
True, it is often perverted by
have mended one of them. It is only those who take superficial and selfish views.
when he substitutes for the yielding clay of Still, the principfe is not to be ignored cr
regret the clear grit of 2a manly resolution
condemned, but its perversion should be exthat
be is actually in the way of accom- posed, and, if possible, corrected, In one
plishing anything.
| sense, no map is required to make a saeriThis is a peculiarly fitting time to think | fice:
if
;
an equal Blew for bis Ja
he femands
Sos; and
over this matter. We are at the cl ose Ok 5 hor,
rightfully demands ii. Men act
the old year, when the time is too often ! on this principle in all their dealings and in.

the beginning of the new,

of all oygministers and churches? Shall

dents ‘in Christ's life, that
wade, too. generally, to consist of forms

mankind generally have been driven farther from holiness by this making ol. cere-

it is only by getting up on the high mount-

are we perfect
do all his will.

havé the cordial and voluntary co-operation

tion was considered in all its bearings, - care-

become

But our secret is out, and it will

.

fore we can appreciate its sweetness.

successful

4

4

brought to the front, put on an equality
with other Societies? That a more persistent
Ax IMPORTANT GATHERING. The past and vigorous effort was'made in its interests
few days have witnessed a large and influ- —through well combined and thoroughly
ential body of men in council at Chicago, to consecrated hearts and means
to God?
Deleconsider the transportation question.
¢ Patient continuance in well doing,” will
gates from all sections of the country ‘were not only give us new supplies of men and
present, and the convention was emphatically money
but a daily progress in all that is
a national one. The question of transporta- good, and the consummation of our fondest

visited, have worshiped as sacred his intimate friends, have believed the compliance

to the unregenerafe,

it is full of beauty lo those

(®,

than that |
we ignobly fail and perish. Is it not Aigh
church or
{me that our Home Mission Sociely was

in every instance
the col'ege under

private supervision.

istry and in a devoted and useful laity, the
sure way to do it is for cach individual of
us to establish ourself first in full consecration to God, seeking to be personally clean
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oweater. "They keep the roofs of their houses
"Tclean and the rain water running down

¥

{ them into the cisterns,

| and ‘good ‘tasting.’

———————————

The Open
:

st

le

The mistakes of my life are many,

;

voirs.

Cli

If I turn not from his whisper,
If I let not go his hand,
I shall see him in his beauty,
The King in the far-off land.

And my soul is sick with sin,
And I scarce can see for weeping,
‘But the Lord will let nie in.
~ Walchman and Reflector.

There was-once

Snowfall.

bank all summer,

”

The noiseless work of the sky,

And the sudden flurry of snow-birds,
leaves whirling by.

I thought of a mound in sweet Auburn,
Where a little headstone stood,
How the flukes were folding it gently,

» And I told of tae good All-Fager,
Who cares for us all below.

a

winter, waiting for a strong north wind

to

you

snow

sell

that

school-

.

step.

rickety

door-

taught

naughtiness; and as whippings

I remembered the gradual patience
That fell from that cloud like snow,
Flake by flake, healing and hiding
The sear of that deep-stabbed woe.

But Kim

Then with eyes that saw not I kissed her,
And she, kissing back, could not know
That my kiss was given to her sister

Folded close under deepening snow,
—James Russell Lowell.

@he Family Circle,

never could remember a

whip-

ping more than a day and a half, or at the
longest, three days; and Miss Pentecost
began to grow discouraged. Must Kim
always go on doing mischief and neglect
-| ing his lessons—a boy who could learn so
well if he chose?
:
She knew his mother—a poor widow,
with a large famiiy of children—and she
was sure Mrs. Price could not afford to send
Kim to school merely to play.
.

8.

C—

In the Bermuda Islands, the lemon grows
wild and the orange is cultivated. Grapes
November till April. Besides the mango,
gnava, pawpaw, pomegranate, fig; arocada

’

it’s so, it’s so, if it ain’ so!”

Miss Pentecost laughed all to herself,
and passed on through the sand-bank into
the dusty road. When she had goue as far

can be

found. The stone walls along the roadside
are covered with the vines of the morning
glory, the prickly pear and the night-blooming cereus. Geraniums grow wild in large
beds. They make their hedges of the
of which

as the big willow, she paused a little, and
laughed again.
“I ljke to hear a boy

are

there seen. The lantana grows wild and
the passion flower creeps up the branches
of tall trees. No especial pains are taken
with the rose, yet it grows laxariantly,
.and in some gardens there are as many as

talk so about

his

mother, even if it is nonsense.

Kim

is

an

affectionate little fellow, and
wonder if he is a pretty good

1 shouldn't
son. Any

way, I've got an idea, and I mean to try

is the most common tree on these islands,
The mountain palm, the cocoa nut, the
India-rubber and the mahogany are some

it,

better than the old one,

corner.

which stood in

She spent some time

the

in trimming

Bermuda onion is sold in some of our mar- |

looking

at

‘“ Now, Kimball, you may.

eighty

miles distant. They are about seven hundred miles south-east of New York and in

the same latitude as the northern
South Carolina.
18,000 people

On

this

live—6000

pait of

small tefritory
whites

and

7000

negroes—making a population of over five

hundred to the square mile.

Besides Great

Britain, to whom these islands belong,
keepson them a garrison of 8000 soldiers.
All the inhabitants speak the English lan-

guage and the negroes are much more cul-

tiva
thanted
in ‘the South, slavery having
been abolished
in 1884, They have public

:

h are almost entirely composed

children, The Episcopal is the
re

other sects have their

the country

and

great
that

the whole

1 wish I' could

just then, bapp ened to hear his soliloquy.
* Ob I" said Willy, coloring, ** every one
admires a hero, and talks about him, und
praises him afterhe is dead."
;

where his mother was
Sy

‘“ But mothgr"—

want to be heroic for the sake of being talk-

ed about?"

“Well,

out,
AAR

sonny.

I'm

in

hanging his head.

said

a

Kim,

ing into the hollow place in his neck.
“1 thought the would. Well, now,
dear, I shall carry this quarter home,
keep it; and next time
1 whip you,

least

about

theme

the

.

in thinking

what great things I might do if I only had
the chance,” he thought, ‘and neglected
the things I could and ought to have done,
and made trouble for mother.
I guess I'd
better begin my heroism by fighting my
own laziness.”
.
Will any boy adopt Willy's resolution,
and carry it out in his daily hfe?

Praying

and Doing.
rT

—

** Bless the poor children who haven't gou
any beds to-night,” prayed a little boy, just
before he lay down

on his

nice

warm

on a cold, Wintry night.

sink-

cot,

** Why,.if 1
lor

all

the

it

:

take off your

watermelon seeds.
%

and

shining

0

>

ROCKS AHEAD; or, the Warnings of Cassandra.

By W. R. Greg, author of *
nigmas of Life,”
“ Literary and Social Judgments.” ete, -Boston: James R. Osgood & Co, 1875. 12mo. Pp.
233. Price, $2.00.

Cassundra wit a prophetess whose predictions

nobody believed.

as

much

as

There is a disposition to treat

Mr. Greg's “ Warnings” in the same way,
But
it can hardly be suid that that is the prevai
ing
disposition. . His deductions flow quite naturall
y
from his premises,
But it is the correctness of
the preqises that a good many find it difficult
to

reasoning

proceeds from Mr, Greg’s

own

x

(Englund
) politicall economic
ally, old religiousl
y.
Taking as ay,kind
of text the wud
re-

playing, | mark of Mr, Pitt: *“I have no fear for England;

dsome gn
** Bible Pictures” and
The Exoriions iii
It is almost unique in its
aim, The compiler has

taken from the best authors
such

passages as describe Some passion, of
some scene in nature,
thus picturing the mind,
heart, and lifein their

relig-

fous disbelief, and Just how much is
forced upon

his conviction by what he imagines to
be the
fucts

Intelligence in the most splemn
moments of that
Intelligence.”
That is, its religion would be, as
we understund that his is, a purely
intellectual
one.
It should be one that could ba
reasoned
out from. beginning lo end, with
no * assumptions” as to inspiration, miracles, or
any other of

the transdendental features of Revelation.

is what he ‘says:
Thivkers of

ir

the

Here

)

higher order

¥

among

cated classes, and more espéeially scienti the edufic men,
content themselves with prono
uncing
unknowuble, and his existence uvpro God to be
distinctive doctrines of Chiistinnity,vable ; the
and the

Joulisy yuinsel, Falls ot Mont
morenci, and ¢harAcleristic passages from some
of our
English stories, are made to
$51
light in the volume, whiel
is not only choice in
contén's but artistic in appearan
ce. (Gilt,
$2.00:
| Plain, $1.75),
E oadit
{Gite
Bn;

DAILY PRAISE AND

%

experience

Sonn
Lon so
.
thoroughly spirituaims to present for
** the soul's varied

can Unitarian Assotintion
This service of devotion
is
al fron beginning to end.
It
every day Some expression
of

and

need.”

The

:

introductory

tences are'from the Bible,
the

¥

spp.

pres<nl the best und richest poetical selections
best minds, and the prayers utterances of the
are tuken largely
from
the

ancient

‘liturgies

.
The sincere use of
the volume could hardly
fail to comfort ard in.
spire the soul, and make
the life wbound in
* richer, sweeter
fruits of daily living.”

Osgood & Co. have commenced
the publieation
of u *‘ Vest-picket series of stan
dard and popular
authors,” which will include the
choicest produc.
tions of such writers as Emer
son, Longfellow,
Whittier, Holmes, Harte,

says himIf
s:
that he must * be content to argue
on the assumption—admitted|ly unprovable—
toat this divorce (and latent antag
onism) between the highest intellects of the
Nation and
the National Belief is in progress.”
Not a very

und Lowell,

Taey

Howells,

are to be

Hawthorne

noted in legible

type, on five paper, bound in

le eovers sim-

ifar to
Little Clussics,” but a size or two
small
er than that series, and sold at
fifty cents each.
Manyof them will be illustrated. Two
volumesof
Emer

firm “ rock,” one might say, that is ouly suppos
-

son's

ed to exist, nor one on which the
faith of any
cominon-sense reader will be very
likely. to

essays,

Evangeline

and Snowbound

ure already published, snd others

They

break.
There is, of course,us Mr.

are

the

most

delightful

are to follow.

books,

Size

and
style and contents considered,
that we have seen.
Greg claims, con- | They w Il-bring the
best products of American
siderable disbeliefin spiritual matters,
as well in | heart and brain within
reach of all. Think of
England as everywhere else. -But that it
is re- getting three of Emerson's
essays, : any one of
ally growing, or that it is compa

ratively greater
than éver before, can not be easily shown
.
Indeed, it is as easily shown to be on the declin
e,so
far us the German-ratinalistic aspeel
of it is
concerped.
The rationalistic lecture rooms in
the, German universitied are now the
same as
empty, the prominent
evangelical teachers in
those universities are yearly more popular
, and
their teaching more generally accepted, so
that
every prominent umiversity in the country
, ex-

under

number of the Bibliotheca Sacra
this out,
Of eourse the

case

may

| which is worth.a thousand dojlar
s in ** hard
money,” for fiy cents in currency.
The series
| represents the happiest conceit and
the most
| pleasing expression of the book-makin
g art that
| we know of.~For sale by J. M. Gatehouse,
The sixteevth
volume of * Littie Classics”
completes the series.
[It is entitled ** Authors,”
and gives short biographical sketeh
es of the one
hundred and fifty-one authors
who have been

made to contribute to the series, and

predominant ev-

A learned

paper

clearly points

.
different in Eng-

be

land, but that is yet to be shown,

a brief ac-

count of the finding of the MSS. of
the two anonymous productions that have appear
ed in it. Besides giving useful biographical inform
ation, this
volumais also valuable asa catalo
gue to those
that have preceded it, for under
the name of

in a late.

Independent

the Christian religion, so far as we know, is not

each author mentioned it gives the ‘name
of the
selection from his ov her writings, and
the volume and paze where it may be found.
The se-

of centuries to attach to'it. That, and a few oth-

- our Bogtish sketches, short stories, sud poet-of

thinking abounds

there, as-it

ought

to do.

But

afraid of real thought.
It often needs it, to clear
it of the superstition that is likely in
the curse

ries has

er misfortunes, may be the case with “the na-|

collected

the very

best and

Choicest

ih
tionat faith” in England, as Mr. Greg calls
the
The lust volume in the * Bric-a-brac”
series
religion of his country.
But that self-interest | presents the person
al reminiscences of Constawou'd ever create a religion equal
to or better | ble and Gillies.
1t deals almost wholly with the
than the one the Bible presents oughtto
be too | literati-of Scotland,.
The pub'isher of Scott’s

weak an assertion for a gentleman of Mr. Greg's | novels
was noted for a dagree of enterpfise and
Tae bistSry of

ability to make.

ages bas utterly disproved it. * We can the
see,” he says;
‘“ that even were the commandments of
Sinai
and the mount of Galilee discarded, or had
they
never been, the interests and the good sense of
men would dictate and impose u course of
con

| enthusiasm which made him successful “ia his
chosen business. His

|
|
|
|
|

mous
have
With
ates

connection with that faauthor and with the “ Edinburg Review"
preserved his name and his fame. deed
him as with Gillies it ‘was more his associand what he tells about them than any-

duct to each other almost identieul with that | thing
else that makes his name add to the popA | ularity of this closing volume. For it is popuStatementas wild as 1t would be for us to say | lar,
and deservedly s>. It abounds in anecdotes
thatit the sun

Which has now the sanetion of Christianity.”

y 2 calcium burn-

er on Bunker Hill monument.
It is no matter
that the monument was not built until a comparatively recent date, any more than it is that
on
this author’s “ self-interest” theory a long expenence would be mecessary before man
could
judge just what kind of a religion would best

suit him.

th

yet, Mr.

Greg

is

a

sincere

man.

He

probably writes with wholesome motives.
He
calls attention to a great deal that homest men
ought to think about, and seek to correct. That
he is so gloomy a writer, and that he often seems
to ful of sustaining himself, should not prevent
the truth that he presents from being received as
it deserves.
The volume will repay reading.
The appendix, in which the affairs of this country are eonsidered, and we are called an example of ‘government by amateurs,” will lend it

more special attraction in the United States, of
course he sets us down as doomed, for there is

no other outcome of the poliiical and social dete
rioration which we exhibit to his mind.
|

A HISTORY OF THE JEWISH NATION. From
admit.
:
.
eS
ar .. Earliest Times, to the-Present Day,
By E.
His
theme
is
the
future
conditio
n of his cotitiwlmer, ’ M. A., Professor of Arabic in,
F
:
:
i
’
niversity of Cambridg
:
e. ' Revised Edition

Studying is a habit,

* And that man,” said Squire Hathaway,
the other day, in his Fourth of July oration,

Rev. L. :

F, smith,

D. D

.& Co. 8vo. pp. 119.
Hie
SPIO! ti

Boston:
Bosion:

D.
Dr

the
H.

T tire of hearin
bout.
It is absolutely rich in that respect, more
so, we
should say, than any of its predecessors.
The
series has been carefully prepaced,and is
a mine

of personal literary remimscence that has but
few equals. The publishers offer the ten volwes in cloth for$15
New York: Scribner &
Co.—~Four sale in Boston by Nicholls & Hall.

“A

Quaker

Amoug

count that Mr. Thomas

the

the society of Friends, gives of his

ventures as a teacher and missionary

is the semembor of

life and adamong the

Red Men. In view of the sensations and
anfair reports that are made of the Indian’s condi-

tion, Mr. Buttey here aims to give a truthiu
l and
impartial account of their home life,and
to ¢xem-

plity the efficacy of the principles of peace as
ob

served by an eye-witness.
The vola ne is written in a plain, direct style, and gives much
aseful information, besides ‘containing thrilling
accounts of various personal experiences.
It is illustrate !, und is one of the realiy valuable books
bearing upon the wew wethod of Indian manage
ment. Boston: Lee & Shepard. pp. 389. Price,
$1.50.
|
One of the holiday volumes that this House is| "eC 1, “ NEARER, MY GoD, T0 THEE,”: is ‘worth

the
Soo
ime:
by | referring to a secon
| time;

Lothrop
Lothian

Indians”

C. Battey, a

one of the favorites

in the

Tue beautiful bymn,

church, has
)

been il-

unbelief. The picture that
he draws of the
probable future of his country is sad enough to

ry has been but the fulfillment of the

upon it.

ed, fair, well

cause pain in the heart of any patriot who looks
The

working

classes, he says, are op-

of the

country

are

surely

approaching exhaus-

tion, and * the religion, the faith, the Christianity, olamne-tenths of those who are still believers

rest mainly upon the assumptions of the inspiration of the Scriptures, the reality of the miracles of the New Testament, and the supposition
that the Gospels are narratives by four independ.

ent eye-witnesses of the transactions they relate;" that “all these articles of belief are now
rudely shaken, if not altogether disproved in the

minds of most thinking persons;” and that **it is

at least probable that, with the undermining or
removal of the foundation, the

edifice itself must

crumble.” But Mr. Greg distinguishes between
‘“the current Christiamty of the average IKn-

he made.

prophecies

We have in this republished history a condens:
written account of the Jews from

their commencement “ as a separate people, in
Abraham through thie entire narrative of the Old
Testament, and the period intervening between
the first and second dispensations, and tracing
hem in their dispersion among the kingdoms of
Part First
the earth down to the present time.”
embraces the Old Testament History, and is the
Bible narrative repeated in the light which mod-

ern research, and discovery have thrown uponit.
Chapter I alludes very interestingly to Cave Sepulture as illustrating the Bible. In Chapter VI

there is an account of the Moabite stone, which
is thought to furnish fhe sequel to the Bible nar-.
rative of the rebellion of the King of Moab. Part

Second presents

Oaptivity of

Post-Biblical

History

from the

Babylon to the taking

though but a single hymn, yet no
ines it will be likely to say that
too high price for if.
The same publishers issue ‘“
Front,” by Kellogg, and “Going
T. Adams (Oliver Optic). The

well known

one who examtwo dollars is a
Brought. to the
West,” by Wm.
authors are too

to need an introduction.

The 810~

ries are..sure to be popular with eager,
daring,
enterprising young people, and may
teach all
who are beginning life the value
of character
and perseverance in muking the best
success for
themselves. ~For sale by E. J. Lane &
Co. $1.25
and $1.60 respectively.
d
——

Tuk YOUNG

SURVEYOR ; or. Jack on

the Prai-

ries. By J. T, Trowbridge. Boston:
James
R. Osgood & Co. 12mo, pp. 290.
Price, $1.50
This last volumé by Trowbridge has
already

stood the test of being a serial in St.
Nicholas,

and the verdict pronounced by hundreds
of young

of the city, hy
people is'thit the story
i
Titus, Chapter X relates the horiors of
1. We donot
the Faipate bid There oo ll
io wide awake
siege of Jerusalem, Purt Third is Modern Histo‘“ was educated over here at Skoodac, boys,
pieces” before the latter *“ can emerge from its
¢
ry and parrates the exile, wanderings and perse-" ‘in it that it would
interest anybody. And the
in that little black school-house, that is so rains.”
interest is healthy. . No boy will read it witho
:
’| cation in all countries of the dootifed nation.
ut
poor and miserable that when it took fire,
In
But to state more exactly the * rocks.ahead”
view of the horrible persecutions in Spain under being stimuluted by Jack's energy to make the
a few years ago, it wouldn't burn down.” ‘| that the author fears, they are the political su8
‘most
Ferdinand and Isabella, when “ no lass than a | circumof himself, and: many a girkin depressing
Mr. Kimball Price returned. from Europe premacy of the lower classes, the industrial
stances will take courage in readingof
de- million souls were, without warnin
or*prepuralast May with his wile, and I heard Mrs. cline of the country, and the divorce of ity intel- tion,deprived of homes and propertgy,and
thrown
|
Yinnies
uorbri
perseve
rance,
ear explan
ation seJackpdgives’o
Hatbaway say—she was once Miss Pente- ligence from its religion. On the first two topics destitute upon the world,” the author makes a
f how
to find The
the
cost—that he thought her last whipping he is apparently well qualified to speak. He has striking remark which reminds one of a similar corner stake, How to make {he ‘noon mark and
been intimately associated with the laboring expression
find the water level, will interest
made a man of him,
classes, he hag studied their purposes and deni- 4 Phe Abbé in regard to the Roman Church in ing surveying, and we doubt not boys in stady‘decide the fuTigeane » = « How divine must-be
‘* He wanted that old quarter of a dghler,”

glishman” and “ the ‘pure faith of Jesus,” the
former of which he believes * must

crumble to

als, and he has al<o been an observing student of

that
T | the industrial economy of his country, and of the | rors Christianity which eould suryive such horas were perpetrated i its name,”
couldn’ bear to part with it; so he cut it jn | Prebuble results of it.
«The style of the binding and the
ph
iy
t
raphy of
said’ Mrs.

Hathaway,

laughing ; “put

as | (wo, and we've each of us got hall."
.

}

Literary Review.

since

she, the night before she left
* but, Kim, dear, T know you are

May, in Wide diwake.

Hoare

whipping

state.

1
amaze-

a

‘ And I'll keep the quarter to remember
you by. Your mother says she wishes me
to.”
“Yes'm.”
Kimball Price is now ene ot the wealthiest and most respected men in his native

Don’t you think that's
intense

kad

with a smile.

You understand me, Kimball? I can't
afford to do it for nothing. any more.
There's not another boy in school I've
whipped so often as you; and this time 1

black

I haven't

The essey on Religion ‘will perhaps get
the
most attention. It is somewhat difficu
lt to distingujsh in it just how much of the premis
es and

Aud

sauntering

glad.”
‘* Yes'm," replied Kim, meeting} her eye

it hurts
my feelings. Really, I can’t afford
to do it, day after day, for nothing.”
/
Kim looked up in surprise. This was a
new view of the matter.

as

Sin iS never at a stay; if we do not retreat from it, we shall advance in it, and the
farther on we go the more we have to come
back.

down the aisle, looking straight before hin,
and it was the ** cutest chanee”to trip him
up; but Kim resisted these allarements and
fifty move, and got his geography lesson so
well that Miss Pentecost patted him on the
head, and said, “ That's my good boy"—
which would have been 'delighttul if he
could have forgotten that gingerbread!
Next day he tried studying again, and
rose to the head of his spelling-class.

all,” said
Skoodac;

“Do you know, Kimball, it is very hard
work to whip you? It James my arm, and

“ Yes'm,” said Kim, in

Fuller

Wouldn't that be right pm

‘“ I shan’t be able to buy that dress, after pressed and dissatisfied,
the material resources

“ Yes'm,” said Kim ; but he did not gaze
| at the stick as if he loved it. ,

ment, his. eyes

He saw Joe

Pentecost or anybody else, and instead of
being her most troublesome boy,
he b ecame the best scholar &n school.

Didn't I take pains

x

give them four.

we've

sleep, and longed (o drop a tame cherry into

let me tell you, just

“ Yes'm,” responded he, meekly,

fair?”

Why,

Which he prognosticates are * far in
the future,”

Terttlitish
nar
JOrtiues: DY 3 gompcieut acts; #4 hotlist
A
3ob to ac- | she
though 1 supposeso’ itIt isI8 rather harder
he will will stand stand stillsti till the day of judgment,” »
e : stopy.of the Lsraelitish nation must always
and
(
p ! ake
u
)
dire,
Pl
fe
ok
In
Mr. Burk-’s reply: “It is the day of no judg- | be intensely
interesting to the Christian. To it | choice and handsome volume.
The sentiment
quire.
ment that I dread; he proceeds to show where- | Was promised the Messiah. Its forms ‘and cereThe little fellows will was aroused, and
| Of each verse, which the artist pro es himself to
in England is not standing still but is drifting monies were the types of the coming
have really appreciated in most cases,is illustratSaviour.
that was precisely what he ‘needed. In short hopelessly on to the
three rocks of political inad- Within it was born and lived the one by whom
ed by a full-page engraving, while the border
Kim bad had his last whipping from Miss equacy, economic blundering and religiou
redemption is given to man, and its latter histo- and initial pieces are often exquisitely done. .Als

up to her desk. .
“ Well, Kimball, I've whipped yon hard
to-day—very hard.”
Kim thought there was no doubt about
that.
;

must be paid for it.

yon!

got to go without gingerbread to-day. You
don’t get another chance to whip me for
one while, ma'am —now, you see!”
To ayoid a whipping, it was necessary to
study ; for Kim was a boy that must be busy
at something. He saw Bob Whitiag go to

the habit of studying.

admiring-

house, whistling, Miss Pentecost called him

*“ Look at this stick.
to get a good one?”

mother buy a dress for

d, occupying a ful) page.
The
same publishers fssue “Word
.
Pictures” in
a style uniform with thei
r han

and may be “counteracted in time
by other agen:
cies,”

angelical influences,

children ; what will you do to bless them ?"

and
The boy thought a mom :nt.
you | had a hundred cakes, enough

Bible, coxering the open
0 pag
pageess ofo the ho ok, an
the other a map of the
Holy Land in the hak
of Davi

sphitt

over the questions that he ruises
.
Thoughttul,
thut is, in behalfof the very remot
e generations,
for Mr. Greg himself believes
that the evils

cept Heidelberg, is now

As he rose from his knees his mother said,

* You have just asked God to bless the poor

my

of

This is the substance of the argument, which
is mainly one of affirmations, Indeed,
Mr. Greg

the

“I've wasted « lot of time

‘‘ Didn't your mother

danger

Willy jumped off the saw-horse and began to pick up the sticks without a word,
more.

‘ Thank you, Kimball,” said Miss Pentecost, in a low voice, when she received the

in

men—=I mean according to the Christian
standard—bhave always begun by doing the
nearest duty, however small.”
And here
John toek up the ax and began ‘o split the
kindling-wood.

thought

but though he said nothing, he thought

red worsted

think I deserved it?”
“Yes'm,” replied the boy, his. chin

** Not only that, Lut } want to

selves and the most about their work.
And
so far as I can recollect now, the greatest

you, and she deserves the money.”
bright new quarter.

of

me,
men

is

details of its historical basis neithe
r made out
nor in any way admissible; aud a future
life to
be ua maiter ol ‘pure Speculation, which
may not be in store for us, but as to whichmay or
n'» rational mun would dare to dogmatize.
‘Literary
men and scholars are often » eptical
merely
as
to special creeds, though sincerely
and deeply
religious in tone and temperament,
cur in repudiating existing forms of But all conChristianity,
that is, the common religion of the
nation; the
Jehovah of the Bible, the Heaven and
of Divines and Priests, the Resurrectionthe Hell
of the
Gos 30le,
Gospel
s, did
and | the© salvat
ationion-f formulas
|
of / Creeds

who have

*¢ She says she can't do

purse—a

‘

like this way

country, or something like that.”
‘“ That sounds better; but believe
Willy, the grgatest heroes have been

‘“ Why, you see, mother,
the mistress
wants twenty-five cents for whipping me.”
** She says it lamed her mm,”

exactly

do good to people, conver the heathen, or
—or—save a sinking ship, or save the

what?”
it

not

putting it.

** Why, you see, the mistress"—
* Well, speak
hurry.”

edi

Willy did

country

There is certainly good reason’ to be thoug ing.
htful

around him. The religion of a nation
, he
says, * ought to be the embodiment of
its highest

*“ Thats the idea, is it?” said John. *¢ You

ey

After that t he se emed somehow : to fall 3
into

north-west | jacket.”
of the West Indies, and consist in all of
He was so used to taking it off, that he
about one-hundred islands, most of them always kept half the buttons unafastened to
quite small and only fifteen or twenty of save time,
3
which are inhabited.
Of these, the five
Miss Pentecost gave him an unusually
largest are named St. David's, St. George's, hard whipping’; and after it, he cried, till he
Bermuda proper, Somerset. and Ireland.
could hardly see out of his eyes. He
ey are about fifteen miles long and their
thought that was enough, and it was what
greatest breadth about five miles. The
the boys call ‘a square thiag,” but at
nearest place on the American continent is night, as he was running out of the school-

five hundred and

** I wish I could

world—some

be a hero, like Washington, or a famous
missionary, like Judson, but'I can’t do any-

d kitchen, and bung

Tuesday,” thought be Saturday noon, as he
rag home with the silver medal on his neck.

“I don't think T ever saw a better birch

kets in early spring, and the arrowroot is stick,” said she,
do
be the
boct
In
1h
1d.
Th
ly
said to
€
best in the world.
ree | 'Js
.
crops may be raised during
the year.

the

world better and happier.

can’t be a better boy to-day.”

“Why,

of the other kinds of trees.
The onion, the the new twig, though she was careful to
potato, the tomato and the arrow root are leave a few little knots oy it, which would.
2
.
hasis
the most$ common among vegetables.
ws.
The | give emphasi
a s to the blows

Cape Hatteras,

stole along in

about the cheese-tub,
culting curd.

his mouth.

and see how it will work.”
Next day was the time for one of Kim's
regular whippings.
He bad been more
trying than usual, and Miss Pentecost sent
Bob Whiting out for a remarkably strong
birch stick, Which could express her feelings

a hundred and fifty varieties.
The hills are
wooded with the Bermudian cedar; which

The Bermuda Islands are the

the

thing 10 me,” replied Kim, sheepishly.
"Come, let’s ran down to the pond; and | thing nor be anything.”
‘* Why do you want to be a hero?” asked
catch bloodsuckers.”
his
cousin, John Maynard, who, coming up
‘Next morning, about school-time, Kim

“

varieties

for

of Jericho, Valley of Salt,
Nuzareth and B thl
e
hem. There are also ma ny
smaller engravings,
Len maps, ond of the cou
ntries mentioned in the

sat

at

must bog another.
Do you understand ?” family, 1 would give them some.”
Kim scowled down at his little bare toes,
“ Bal you bave ao eake:; what, then, are
and tried to stick them into a crack in the You wiiling to do?”
floor. Why, this was getting serions !
‘‘ When I'get money enough to_ buy all
Would the woman keep on crying ¢ quar- the things I want, and have
some over, I'll
[ J
ters” forever?
It was perfectly ruinous.
give them some.”
His mother had had all she could do to sup‘But you haven't half enough money to
port the family before; but what would be- buy all you want, and
perhaps never ‘will,
come of them now?
have; what will you do to bless the poor
“ You may take your seat,” added Miss now?”
Yaa
Se
‘ What can I say or do to make an im- Pentecost, still in a low tone, so
that no one
‘“
I'll
give
them
some
bread.”
pression on that child?” thought Miss could hear, but with
a smile tha! exasper** You have no bread; the bread is mine.”
Pentecost, one day, as she'tied the strings] ated poor Kim. “It is
dreadful that you
*“ Theu
I could earn money and buy a
of her gingham
* log-cabin” under her will be
naughty; bat then, you see, the loaf myself.”
chin, and stepped out of the schonl-house. more
I whip you the more money I shall
“Take things as they are now. You
Just then she caught these words, spoken get; and perhaps
before the summer is out, know what you have that is your own ; what
by Kim with great energy, and a flourish
are you willing to give to help the poor ?”
I shall have enough to buy a new dress.”
of fists—
.
The boy thought azain. “Pll give them
‘* No, you don’t,” thought Kim, shatiing
“Tell you it’s true, Bob' Whiting; for

Bermuda.

pew, the custird appl: and banana

would make

but never mind.
I don’t blame Miss Jentecost,. I know it was hard work to whip

were .fash-

looked

action that every oue could admire,and

time?”

one, with steel rings.
*“ Yes, here is a silver quarter, with the
pillars on it. We are out of gingerbread;
and I was going to spend it for molasses;

ionable at that period, she whipped Kim
regularly three times a week. It was considered the most direct way of reaching the,
conscience. .

and

splitting up for his mother,

do something

!

rought the

the school

dear!" said Willy Gray, as he

kindling-wood which he ought to have been

“ Twenty-five cents?”

“O.!” when they were not. saying their
letters. Miss Pentecost never winked at

And again to the child I whispered,
‘“ The snow that husheth all,
Darling, the merciful Father
Alone can make it fall!”

it,

asked Joe Fuller, who had been waiting
outside.
“Oh, go ’long, now
; ‘she didn’t do any-

Lu

balls, or eat choke-cherries, or stick pins in
| the benches to make the A B C scholars cry

Again I looked at the snowfall,
And thought of the leaden sky
That arched over our first Breat sorrow,
When that mound was heaped so high.

thirteen

un-

that summer at District Number Three.
She liked Kim—everybody liked him; but
that was no reason why he should be allowed to tie the girls by the hair—they wore
long braids in those days—or fire paper-

Up spoke our own little Mabel,
Saying,
Father, who makes it snow ”

oleander,

little

all

will

in

Now, Miss Pentecost

As did robins the babes in the wood.

.

—

and

“Oh,

down on the saw-horse

little boy, as quick as a thought.
it for nothing, and if I don’t bring it, she'll
The man laughed, and rode on. The have to send m2 home.”
:
boy was Kimball Price, the rogue of the
Mrs.Price looked down at the curly-haired
town of Skoodac, District Number Three, culprit with
a.twinkle of fun in her eyes—
and the try-patience of all his teachers. she bad black
eyes, very much like Kim's,
He was a handsome lad, ten years old. I
‘* Weil, sonny, go get my purss out of
don’t mean that he was always ten; but the end-cupb
oard.
If I am poor, it sha'n’t
that was his age when Miss Pentecost be said I
dou’t do all I can for my children’s.
whipped him, and there is where our story educatio
n.”
a
begins.
Kim

the snow.

:

breadth

a wretched

Heroism.

** Why don’t you start for school? You'll
be late, my son.”
124
*“ The mistress whipped me yesterday,”
muttered Kim, helping himself to a lump of
1
,| eurd.
‘Did she? Weil, I've no doubt you deserved it. There, run along, and see if you

“ For a bunch of matches,” answered
the

I stood and watched by the windbw

are

its

who stood on one foot on the
-|

From sheds, new roofed with Carrara,

E.A.

and

at

waat

bring

* What did she do to you this

men-

house for?” a-ked a traveler of«a little boy,

Came chanticleer’s muffled crow,
The stiff rails were softened to swan’s down

—

“Yes'm.”

are unknown.

bank

blow it over.
‘“ Say, what

Every pine, and fir, and hemlock
Wore ermine too de ep for an earl,
And the poorest twig on the elm-tree
Was ridged inch-deej: with pearl.

BY

feet

worth

I don't

I shall have to send you home for it. Good
night, Kimball, and remember what I say.”

fine.

by

and

about it, and te)l her it you don’t

painted school-house, that stood in a sand

The snow had begun in the gloaming,
And busily all the night
Had been heaping field and highway
With a silence deep and white.

About

very

:

—

Oe

Rat

be

Kins Last Whipping.
t

nr

to

sun-strokes

Its length is 381
| feet, ¢

The mistakes of my life are many,

Like brown

and

said

largest floating docks in the world.
This
was built in England and towed ta these
islands by five great vessels, By means of
this the largest ships in the English navy
can be taken out of the water and repaired.

Shall walk through the gates of day. :

i

for

tioning what would séém to man¥he most
wounderful thing in° Bermuda, oue of the

And the feet that shrink and falter,

And still fluttered down

wish

degrees, the average is 70.
We will close this little sketch

My mistakes his love will cover,
My sins he will wash away,

2

they

I think it's

You to come to school to-morrow without
bringing me the money, Tell your mother

clear

The thermoweler ranges between 40 and 80

And he will not say me * Nay.”

"

be

“ Well, Kimball,

So

climate »is

Frost:bites

"Xam lowest of those who love Him,
I am weakest of those who pray,
But I'm coming as he has bidden,

First

When

=

The

But I come to the open door.

The

to

BER

—

least twenty-five cents;

more water than they -can catch on their
-| houses, they grade the slant of a hill and
plaster it, and this is also.kept clean and the
water running off it is conducted into rese-

Door.

The sions of my heart are more,
And I scarce can see for weeping,

is said

ING STAR, DECEM

MORN

2

“THE

»

wh bod

Sophie

I

ars»

Sonsibitionuly

ways looking into the dark.
!

pis

os

the book ure pleasing. The first
yo
rasalém and the Mount of Olives,Mo
fs ver
in

He seldom frites | Among other full page illustrations
are the Plaiug

ture of many a reader.
None of us'are too old”
and few ‘of so serious a temperament that we

|

shall not laugh heartily over the account the old

| Dutchman gives of the loan of * his priches” to
Radcliff. The wholé influence of the book is

good, and we agree With the children, It 18 capih

1}
?

?

THE
Literary Miscellany,

generals,

Paris, 'callad
Ail the Year

Grim

—

streets.

The Pere was Louis's con-

driveling devetee; but the land
ht til the year. eleven of the

old

age, a

wus: not
Republic

(1

) by Frochot, the First Consul’s preect of the Seine; and it was first opened
as a burying-ground in 1804,
It took La
Chaise's name because Louis gave it to his
apnfessor in 1676,
perhaps as a thank-offer-

g for the wonderful success of the Frenck
et, which in that year thiice beat De
Ruyter.. From time immemorial, the slope
I'Eveque,

had

belonged

from each other in size and elegance,

house,

Mdlie.

de Montpensier,

in Pompeii,”

are bail.

The

Jesuits,

always

ready

says

a

writer,

*‘ consists

These

communicate

with

each

to

opening is a sunken
pluvium into which

cistern, called

the

com-

rain-water

drips.

Around this apartment or hall,
rooms around

like statea cabin, are ranged the sleep-

ing-rooms—littie

dark,

narrow,

confined

holes, without
windows, and receiving
light and air only through the door open-

irg into

the atrium—without

any of the

comforts and .conveniences of a modern
bedroom, and often containing only a rude
bench, ra ther a bedstea
} sleeper probably threw d, on which the
himself without

Gilucational.

.

of his verses.

angry cow.

and

furnish memories for the

there

“friends of

fruit of
with the
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This Institution offers to students important and.
peeuliar advantages.
For particular nformatiom,,
send for a Circular to

J

Tuesday, Decem! er 5, 1875.
H. 8, COWBLL, A. B., Principal.
For circulars, address the Principal

augll

Weare, N. H.,
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J. L. EVANS, A. B., Principal.

Winter
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Term

|

of ten weeks, commences Wednespring Term -of eleven weeks, commences Wed
nesday, February 24, 1879.
Fqr further Jarticalars address the Principal, : or
E.
|
Tasker, Secretary
.

Northwand Ridge,

Book-keeping
without
a Master,
by
Single and
Double Entry, for Common
Schools and Academies.

N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

It is Easy,

WILTON
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA, —
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A.M, Principa
l; Mrs. G.
S. BRADLE
I Y, Preceptress, with several compe-

twenty

angld

\yeurs she has been a subscriber to, and constant
reader of, the Morning Star. Her husband,

It is Practical,
It is Progressive,
It is Inductive,
It is Philosophical.

The Moors boil or fry them, seasoning | bt ‘other, sisters and a host of friends deeply
with salt, pepper, and vinegar; and they [™ ourn their loss.
A. A. HIGGINS.
pronounce them even superior to quails and |STEPHEN
BROWN-died
of
consumption
; Nov.
pigeons.
The Hottento!s

It

+ Winter Term opens

with view to introduction,

The
Institution is one of the largest and best
in
the state.
Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
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J. S. GARDNER, Principal:
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10,
1875.

to supply
the demand
long experiened
be

75 cts.

;

Books and blanks may be obtained of the publisher,
or of Thompson, Brown & Co., 25—29 Cornhill,
Boston, Mass.
C.D.
THIY NG, Publisher

December 6, 1875.

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.

Livingstone
years ago, and planted there the first Freewill
says he used them at first from necessity, 67Baptist
church
of the Hudson river,
Eld.
when deprived of all other food; ¢ but, | Brown was very west
widely known as one of the
trange to say, grew daily more fond of ablest and most successful pioneer preachers
of
them, und at last preferred them to shrimps is ¢” denomination. Bro. Stephen was widely
own and universally respecied.
He had not
or oysters."— St. Nicholas.
an enemy ip the world.
March 10,1874,
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Single Uopies of the book sent by mail, postage
paid, to teachers and school officers, for examinat
ion
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mike from the | 23, 1875, aged nearly 80 years. He was
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eggs a delicious sou j they also roast the | of Eld. Nathaniel Brown, who, with his the
family,
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the best educators.
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it all he was resigned and hapand we offer the book at the old price, as follows:
When you have found a man, you have |py. Inthe Amid
Talma, the great actor, you feel inclined to oy These h ouses seem to have been built
latter part of his sickness he was
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Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 15, 1875.
: Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week.
‘Spring Term begins Monday Jan. 81,1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
June 29, 1876.
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10 Immense quantities, and after
‘ti
drying, pack them in sacks, Io 2 Jertial

convenience, when the season for
:
ing is over, they steam the insects
vessels over a ot fire, winnow
broad
baskets to rem
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FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 4, 1875.
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&-Clergymen’s children and “students relying
on
their own exertions for an education, received
at re.
duced tuition.

honey that he found in the wilderness where uaries publisbed in the Morning
Star, who do
he lived.
:
:
:
not
patronize
it,
must
accompany
them with
But I do not think that any one who has
traveled in Arabia, tound rest and shel-| ash equul to ten cents a line, to thsure afi in°
ter in an Arab’s tent, and been a guest at sertion. Brevity is specially important. Not
his hospitable board, would
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Aside from its memory

Mary and her little lamb. -

We read in the Bible that the food of
John the Baptist was * locusts and wild
honey.” A great deal of pains has been

not what we call locusts, but
the wild carob-tree, that John

But the lamb lived

five lambkins before it mel its death by an

yet remains of it the residue of a child’s
stoeking, which is graduiflty uncaveling to

—

locusts—have been eaten

of

other by doors and passages,
The atrium,’
'vhich is the principal room entered after
the vestibule, is a large, and often elegantly decorated apartment, with a square or
rectangular opening in the roof, which has
a pitch to ward the center; and under this

helped

give a sprat (o catch a herring, begged his
Majesty 10 accept ** that poor nd of
theirs,” which bad been consecrated by
his august presence ; and thenceforth Mont
I'Eveque became Mont Louis.
In
Lister's
jouruey (0 Paris (1608), he says: ‘I saw
the palace or country house of Father
LsChalse, the king's confessor.
It is adwirably situated, on a slope facing south,
with flee woods on both sides.
A fit
dwelling for a contemplative mind.”
The old part of Pere la Chaise is still
very beautiful,
In spring-time it is full
of violets, primroses, and budding trees;

—

as

several in closed spaces, some open to the
sky, around which walls: and colonnades

Conde to drive off Turenne
Sand the royalists, by turning on the latter guns of the
Bastille.

of

persons

Locust-Eating.

com-

erence is caused no doubt partly by climatological considerations, and pasiiy by the
unl e habits and modes of living among
the ancients and moderns,
‘“ A fine house

wiih a eplendid view of Paris.
Tots was
called Regnault's Folly; and'so it proved,
for, before sixty
years had
gone by, the
Jesuits had got hold of it, ik used ijt for
1 8oing into retr at” jn the summer months,
In 1662, Louis XIV., then quite a lad,
looked on from its windows at the street
fightin which that great amazon of the

Fronde,

wealth,

20, 1875.

Ro

petence, or poverly: but still they
pre- what the Bible means by “locusts.”
In
serve a uniform family likeness, and
er Turkey, Persia, Arabia, and all that regton
greatly from our modern houses, This dif- of country, locusts—genuine, bona Jide

the archbishops ot Paris. About 1550 they
sold a pieceof it to a rich ‘grocer named

Regnault, who built on it a country

probably did in
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were

none

these, inpoceni and unoffending
were sacrificed.—S8¢, Nicholas.

It finds no parallel in any modern

their owners

to

wonderful ohes. = Phey

ersof war; but when there were

pn ¥

city, except, perhaps, Venice. The widest
streets are not wider than ordinary lanes or
alleys in American cities, and. many of
them ake still narrower. Of course, the
vehicles nsed here must have been extremely narrow between the wheels, otherwise it
would have been impossible for two chariots
moving in opposite directions to pass each
other,
The streets appear well paved with
stones and lava blocks, in which the ruts
worn by the chariot wheels may still be
seen.
As to the houses and villas, they differ

Pere la Chaise, we often fancy, dates
from the time ol the Grand Monargue, bat
in his

Pompeii. -

a

S TAR.

n Rowlston, the son ofa
astrologers and herb-doctors as well as man named
priests and historians, and they attributed riding master in Boston, who was fitting
himself for Harvard,
was at schoo), and a
a sacred character to many plants.
Human sacrifices formed one of the most few days after produced.three verses ot the
oem.
How it-ever came to be published ‘Vea YNDON NIRARY
terrible features of heir religion.
The
ary did not know, for the young man
LYNDON CENTER,
victims usually weie' criminals or prisopdied soon after, ignorant of the immortality

The first thing that sirikes one on entering Pompeii is the narrowness of the
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Mount

their most

the
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op and the other hostages.

of that. re
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Ordeal and issues of lif: 265 One by one 307 Ouly
Compulsory. education 92 Centennial season 124
stition 119 Sensitive people 175 Standing armies
interest per annum, but were generally of the
a woman 366 vur friends 403 Open door 414
Cause of decline 124 Conference action 148 Crime
183 Slaves of businesd 215 Savant’s career-215 St
Power of Jesus 9 Peace 59 Peacerul mind 107 kind that could be putaway and * slept upon,”
a profession 244 Communion 260
Climbing 260
John and flowers 247 Silver regions 287 ScienPresent heaven 130 Prayers I don’t like 131
Church membership 300 Covenant meeting 364
tific memoranda 287 Swedish colony in Me 383 Prayer for strength 179 Pardoved 871
Prayer 80 to speak, with a perfect reliance that,when
Centennial ar:angements 338
Common place Sweden and Norway 407 Strange siory 415.
seeker 406.
wanted, the money due from them would be
Christianity 396 Christmas 404.
Transit of Venus 39 95 Treasures at Rome 47
Resignation 194 Recompense 278 Roses bloom
Denominational APPEOuCHes 44 Direct preachThe soko 71 Tom Marshall 108 The red bat 119
forthcoming.
a
little
while
866
ing68 Dark side of revolution 132 Delays 148 Telegraph system 127 The burden share 223
Sympathy for the dead 26 Streams from the rock
The effect of the panic and its results has
Divine forziveness 166 Dio Lewis 164 Delegated
Tricks of speech 308, 375.
43
Starless crowu * Submission 83, 233 Sowing
sympathies 196 Different gifts 220 Denominations
Unvoder the water and rocks 407, 415.
and reaping 1108;
~’s glory 126 Swinging on been to weed out of the market all untrustand politics 404,
Vesuvius railway 183 Venom of wit 359.
the gate 142 Spring .
greeting 163 Saturday
worthy sccurities, and by their scarcity en- |
Every«day work 116 Error in doctrine 116 EnWhite wi ches
Wellington 39
W hately a evening 165 Spring 16.
atisfied 182 Summer 222
joyiung religion 140 Education of the ministry 244
hance the value of the desirable ones, till
wit 87 Whittier 270, 359 W hut have we done 296
Somctime
225
Silence
under
trials
243
Shadows
mbunsidors for Christ 252
Exegetical 260, 268,
Whit smoking costs 343 Wonderful
memories
on the wall 262 Sabbath rest 283 Stranded 289 they command such a high rate of premium
7
Sunset 302 Song for the harvest 302 Sunset on
Forward steps 4 Feeling 36 Fallacy of license
Your prejudices 367.
the mountains 310 Sad story 382 Song for the as to materially reduce the rate of interest,
148 Family religion 236
¥eeling and living 316
summer days 398 Spinning
or, as in the case of Government Bonds, to
Fastidiousness in the ehurch 380. Formality 412.
LITERARY REVIEW,
The voyage 8 Th: men for the hour 22 To-day
God as a helper 60, 180 Geo. I. Duy 164, 172
64 The soul 57 The way is short 81 The cows are make the investment in them very undesirGod’s work in redemption 808 Good health and
Adolphe Monod 78 A retrospect 78 All about
coming 182 The fisher 195 The Suviour’s knowl:
plety 824 Getting relicion 332.
:
Jesus 126 Aristophanes’ apology 174 Abou ben «dge 211 Totty’s arithmetic 214 Trust 227 This able.
How to test souls 12 Heroic 28 Helpful lives 28
Adbem 182 Ancient history 214 Arctic neroes 264 baby ot ours 230 The boys 234 The finished work
Among
others
of the ‘ safe kind,” first
Helps
for preachers 124 Heart culture 244 How
All for Christ 264.
267 The two angels 259 There 290 The seeking mortgages of real estate have been considershall we use’it 284,
pr
B G Paddock 36 Bazar book 54 Biblical standriver 318 Two kinds of cant 318 Two thoughts
Is it backward: 12 Its last hours 76
Is it right
point 182 Binney’s compend 190. Breakfast, lun.
But here, again, the very de818 Two Christians 839 The sower 353 Thanks- ed of the best.
108 Itinerancy 116 Is there danger 124 Instruccheon and tea 198 Bremer
lectures 262 Book
giving
874 There com:s a time 385
mand for sueh mortgages has absorbed the
tion secular and moral 148 Infant salvation 156
keeping without a master 278 Bread and oranges
Upward 162
Immersion 166 Individuality in redemption 212
366 Brentford
parsonage 366
Bible lands 890
Vaulentine 54 Vacation timo over 294
\ most ‘desirable in the Eastern States; and
Inquiries’'228,
=
:
Bird and bell 406
:
Work
78
Winter
friends
78
What
thou
wilt
99
even our great institutions for lending money
» Juristie disagreements 220.
.
Chamber of peace 6 Communisticsoc 6 Ciefis
Lifting up life 36 Laymen in revivals68 Louisi- of the rock22 Camp meeting sermons88 Congre- Without 185 What pleases God 235 What is taith find it impossible to keep their funds well in816
Weuriness
390
Watehing
for
papa
390
ana report
Lost but found 92
Lesson of the
ational ‘worship 46
Christ and humanity 86
Youth and age 34)
vested in them, and are constantly seeking to
hour 180 Lead us not 212 Lay Preaching 882.
Christian belief 102 Castle nowhere 102 ConquerMan tmmortal 188 Monument for Dr. Day 188 ing and to conquer 134 Christian ethies 150 Cuildhave their fields for such investment enlarged.
RURAL AND DOMESTIC.

Emme.

How

lew }
76,

210g
brotha
istion
Lauinte, 236

aa
:

}

blic and railroads84 Prussia and Cathoand the Baptists 840 I'resident’s

4

ading) 18 2.of I.crime
hi i
Revival movement 364 Re-

Succens of faith 62 Should we com-

Army worm 272
304 Asparagus 344

Estelle 6 Earth's morning 126 Eden in England
142 E«says Al<theticul 160 Eog people 166 exotics an Every day religion 868 Elsie’s Sania
Claus
.

256 Baking powders 224

414.

Flag of truce

:

22 Fourth

watch

3) French

home 246 Flavia 264 Farm legends 308.

Butter

48 Beey 72,96, 836, 852

80 Borax

for coldsl44, 168

fairs

Birds

Bathing

72

192,

Care of sick 16 Celery 16 Coffee 40, 80, 216
Cotton seed 64 Cows 64 Cellars 184 Cisterns 232
Canned food 240 Carmations 266 Canning fruit
at 264 Currants 272 Clover 280 Choosing meats 852
: Crops of 1875. 876 Cranberries 829 Dress 82 Dip-

Good fight 88 Greville. memoirs 46 Good morals 102 George Mostyn 118 Guthrie’s autobiography 262 Gen Bherman’s memoirs 852.
A
Heads and tails 6 Household puzzles22

Barnyard

Acids 283 Agricultural
“i

Helps

to prayer 38 History of our soubtey 168 House of
Brunswick 190 Ho'y Bible 318
History of the
reformation 366 Home pastorals 406 History of
the Jewish nation 414.
4

theria 120. 136 Disease 176 Dark rooms 320 Dys-

peplics 836

ting 16 Electricity 40

Furmery’

associations

WE

Bios 40

-

.

’

8 Kor. sis 16 Fruits 16,

243, 852, 360 Kish 66 Fire 56 Feros 72 Farming
83.168 Flowers 104 Figs 128 Flower garden
1562 Food 176,216 Feet 860

Giant trees 88 Grasshoppers 120, 184 Grape
vines 152, 360 Granze orgunizations 224 Glue 2
Island of fire 83 Ideus overlooked 126 Idyl of
Horses 8,48, 184,200,408
, 408 Hay 280 Healthful
work 208 Hiustrated homes 206 In the kitchen 214
Imogene 366,
y beds 344 Houses 408 Hogs 408
1vy
200
Insects
208°
’
John Todd 898.
K teen garden 48
Logie of reason 6 Lyret 22 Little Classics 30)

How much

more difficult must it then be for

individnals, who have not the facilities f cor-

porations for procuring modes of investment,
to place ther earnings and savings without
expense o risk of loss,

This Company

Al

@ 18

Awa

¥ b.,¥

in the Western

Amber, Western, ¥ bush.......covvee
Western Corn, mixed, ¢ bush. ......

by its Agents

States, taking

care

Rye, Western, ¥ bush. ....c.veanveans
Barley, State,¥

that the

properties securing their loans shall be improved, and that their cash value shall be at
least twice the amount of the loan; they then
sell to investors these mortgages, bearing interest at the rate of seven per cent., with
their guaranty of the prompt payment of the
principal and interest.
To meet

the

demands

of all classes,

HAY.

For shipping,

Retail

are

in. the

custody

MOLASSES,
New Orleans, new, ¥ gal..
RICE.
Carolina, prime, # B..ceoveinninnnn.

RABEOON,&

been

availing

themselves

them, high rate of interest
bonds, and the demand

the,

from that

WHOLESALE

For the week

* CANDLES,
12 @.
2

Cannel

000

. 8. Couroxs

in-

Java¥

COFFEE.
B.....235 @¢..

St. Domingo...
Rio

Low

This

1149..

2

{Refined

Middling.

13}

SIXES.

.

corporation

SF

),

Cedar

Rapids,

do....

a

90 8 1

Mediam..., 8
choice extra
West'ro sup..4

com.

extras 5

Rye

NO.
{Paris

10 |Span Brown Am .. §..
4
VenRed ¥ cwt
NBs.
22 Vermillion... 0 ws 140]

Al

Naptha........
PROVISIONS.
Beef—Mess,
Pork,
|Extra Clear..

ming,

[TE

Capeseces
Cheese, ¥ b.

18

Aiaing, buneh-.

Looge Muse. 3 10
GRAIN.

Southern yell .
mx’d.

2

tached

7

Wheat,west’n 1 00
Vhsaesassens
95
Barley coevens
95
OatBeasssusees
41
Shorts ¥ ton 19 00
Fine Feed...20 00

060 @ 0

Pactory......

124..

;
Ji. cudN. ¥.

Potatoes,
¥ in.
Jacksons. ...

on

Early Rose

“2

Onions
¥ bb)

Poultry........

. 80 | Kegs... en
80 |

18}

k

1

“ee

| =

15
25

} 00

Ghasia, ve soa a.
Eastern and Northern
i a. 47
¥ Ton......i8 00 822 00 Ginger
a.
nies
ne
I
ai,
Nay.
B8evnuien
|
n
new

gLraw,100bs..

|

HIDES AND SKINS.
Caloutta Cow
Slanghter..c...

Dead

Green

,...128..

Do.

wees

8ole—

Idaho,

Nevada,

on both trains,

Bay and

Lake

through train daily.

Superior, Two

.

trains

daily,

with

Pullman

on

Cars

Four trains daily,

For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, Jamesville, and other points, you can

ten trams daily.

have

|

from

two to

MARVIN HUGHITT,

W.H.STENNETT,

Gen’l Superintendent.

Gen’l Passenger Agent.
20te0w

of Piano=Forte

MORNING

and

Singing.

STREET.

SCHOOL

Dover, Dee. 15, 1875.

AS USUAL.

«

}

ORGANS,

124

-

oars.

traing daily, with
Pallman Palace
Cars attached.
and running through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee, Four through (rains daily
Pullman Cars on night trains.
,
For Winona and points in Minnesota, One

¢
26 Havana.~
Nos. 8 to 12..
24
Nos. 13to 17..
184
Nos. 18to 20..
9}

6 |p

Montana,

BILVER

Best, ¥

LEATHER.

Utah,

STARCH.

wet...... 8} @.,
Cuba Muscovade
IRON,
New Orleans. .
Swedish—
Crushed, .....
Powdered.... ..
Com.ass’d 107 00 g110 00
EX. 8iZ€8.. +i «i @.. .. Coffee erush.... 8
Kng.com,.., 50 00@ 62 Ou
TALLOW,
Do.refined
56 00 @ 06 00
¥#%
10 a.
Do.sheet
¥ bh..A
@..
» Rendered,
Russia, sheet..)2
@.. 12} Rough.......o0. 6}
TEAS.
LEAD,
P Pp
Pig. .cesssvesns feces 6 Gunpowder—
Sheet and Pipe
9
..@.. 9)

Oldevsssnaianss

smoking

MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,

@..14}

B. Ayres, dry.. 24 @..
Rio Grande.... 23 @..
Western, dry.. 17}@..

and

Bluffs.

Teacher

14} &

Potato..........
4

lounging

For Lake Geneva,

SPICES.

— [Pepper........

pleasant

For Green

Coumtly

~ @

Ml

For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two trains
daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.

(Linseed,
Am; 1 8 6500
Canary...

HAY.

and

Two throuzh
night teain.

SEEDS.

Middlings...21 50 g28

appo

ne

For Dubuque, via Freeporl, Two through
trains daily, with Puliman Oars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton,

Clover,Northern,14
West & South. 10
HerdsGrass., 8 00
|RedTop,#bag,

+

o

For
St. Paul
and
Miunegpolis, Two
through trains daily, with Poliman
Palace Cars at-

.

@..

you should take.

TCH)

ant new Pullman Palace
wSleeping Coaches, luxurious Day

Colorado,

Council

7 g.. 8

Beans, ¥ bush.
Small and-ex. 1 90 g 2 10
Marrow...... 200 g 2 25
Cranberries,bu 9 09410 00

(Cue as irpeld 8.. I
Lemons,
¥hox
ab
Oumges..... 0a..
00

y

Two through trains daily, with Pullman Palace
Drawin,
om and Sleeping Cars through to

PRODUCE.

Soft Shell,...
Shelled

Eve

For Council Blufls, Omahn apd California,

Piekled......
.. Qian
Hogs, dressed...8} 2..10

7 25

38

2

California, and the Pacific. Slope.
On the arrival of the trains from the East or South,
the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Rail
way leave CHICAGO as follows:

Lard, cad. b.,
Hams smoked.

Alonds—

Western

12 00 @i% 50
16 30 g17 0°

Western...
Family....

1

'
The cars are all equipped witht the celebrated
| Safety P) latform, and patent Buffers and Couplings,
| Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every other
appliance that has been devised for the salety of
Jhaseuger trains. All trains are run by telegraph.
n a word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
smoothest track, and the most elegant and comfortable equipment of any road in the West, and has no
competitor 10 the country. It is eminently the favorite route with Chicagoans traveling west, north
or north-we-t,
and is acknowledged by the travel
ing public to be the
popular line for all pointsgin
Northern Illin is, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Northern
Michigan, Dakota, Western lowa, Nebraska, Wyo-

do. sliced....
9 3..11
domewhbhl 230 487
Butter, ¥ ».

Cask........

Jane-

is of the best steel rail, and all the

Hb

, | Coaches,
and

Apples, dried ®

16

Grand

:

points, this line is the ove

The track
remade
ing Room

French Yellow..
Varnishes...

Meal....
FRUNT.

Figs common..

| western
13

8 50

Flour.

Corn

wn,

yo

Tia..

medium do..
choice do....
11linois and Indiana,
choiceextra, 6 25g
Mich. and Ohio,
choice extra, 6 003

_

und
in
Licecsnsees 04D
White....2}

Lowell sup. 3-ply @
Extra Superfine... @

FLOUR AND
St. Lows, ext.

branch

OMAHA, LINCOLN, and other points
in NEBRASKA ;
and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALT Lake CITY,
VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRANC18C9, and all other points west
of the Misouri

Superfine

Do.shore. 8
Salmon, tee. 22

and Spates

With one

Marshall

&

Ginghams.
00
. by
Mous.deLaines 00 @..
Carpetings—

Mackerel,bbl.9

owns

It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the best, s fest, shortest, and
quickest route for

.

518. 8} |

Cod—large qt.b
Medium ..0

now

TANA, NEVADA,

Neatsfoot¥gal

Drills, Brown. 9 8..
Print Cloths .. 4}8..
Cotton Flannel. 8 @..

Prints...

188]

tion, Missouri Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and
| Omaha. This last-named is the * GREAT TRANS| CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the
| for NEBRASKA, COLORADO, UTAH, IDAHO, MON-

.

6..

great

DOMESTICS.
y
Medium 4-4

| 0

through Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Negaunee and Marquette ; with another line it passes
through Madison,
Elroy. and for St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching
westward from Elroy,
it runs
and througn
Winona, Owatonna, St. Peter Mankato, New Ulm,
and stops not until Lake Kampeska, Dakota, is
reached; another line starts from Chicago and runs
| through Elgm and Rocklord to Freeport: and, via
the Illmois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still another
| line runs almost due westward from Chicago, and
sses through Dixon, sterling, Fulton, Ciinton

2038.. 22 (CTade Sperm } 80 § 1

sarsssnsines

3
COTTON.
Ordmary..eces = Ses
Good Ordina
Mid. to gd mi

pCi

it reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the
country
north thereof; with another line it pushes

Dec. 23, 1875.

American...
©

27

Dec. 34 1876

over two thousand miles of road.

OIL.
Olive, ¥ gal.
115
Linseed— Eng.
.

Anthracite... 7 50 g 8 25

MARKET.

Chicago RAILWAY.
and North - Western

do. Muscovade
»
&
Porto Rico

g 0 —

pod

STOCK

AMERICAN GOLD. .coviann
+ 8. FIvE-TWENTIES, 1867 .
. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1365
+ 8. TEN-FORTIES
.
. .,

to

source

do.S

00

@24

Pictou

AND

a 10§
8 104

by these

15] Cuba, Clayed.. = @..

@g..30

i

GOLD

MOLASSES.

COAL.
22 00

...

Crushed sugar, ¥ B
sve astaries
Granulated sugar, ¥ B....ooeeriianinenies + -

PRICES

ending

..........
SUGARS.

creases bY fart mail. The plan certainly
presents very
attractive features, and is well
worth looking into, for a. safe seven per cent.
investment at par is, for the reasons given
above, very much in demand by the provi
dent and conservative class of people.

BosTON

- Ti

38-34

sesssrene

Timothy
seed, ¥ bush.

of the

of

offered

-

Bhuernesnnsrennssos tearens Rd

Clover,
¥
B.......... a

Company, subject to the examination of the
purchasers of the bonds.
While this mode of doing business may be
new to many of our readers, it is by no nieans
so to European capitalists who have for some
years

reer,

15 00

Porto Rico,¥ gal.........

the

upwards, and each bond has attached
to it
coupons for the semi-annual payments of interest at the office of the Company in New
York. The guaranty of the Company is on
the bond itself; apd the Mortgage, Abstract
of Title, Appraisal of the Property, and In.
Policies

.

¥ ton..... sevessanennes

HOPS.
p
New, 1874, best ¥ B...... Seesrerenee
Old, 1870

borowers are divided into sums of $500, and

surance

bush, ..c.veeneernnas

MORES.
. cairo vss Nesase .

10}

bl

1 have on hand four on fs which I will sell very
low for cash, One is an ‘YESTEY ORGAN.” No. 19,
and the other “ WoOD’S
ORGAN,” No.9
Both are
good and new, and either of them will be sold for
sixty dollars less than the regular catalogue price,
This is property belonging to the estate of she late ’
A: 8. Hong, and

$500

B, Ayres.... 26 @.. 28
Orinoco ...., 26@.
264 Oolong. ivvu.u., 9
Japans......... 83 9 Oak Sole .... 32 @.
OaKessssernsee
,
2
Bo.
Under
these circumstances, the attention Calf Skins, — @
WOOL.
t
Dry Hide....00 @..
of investors has been directed to the advanOhio & Pennsylvan ia—
In Rough.... 58 @..
tages offered by mortgages on propertyin the
Picklock...... 40 @.. b"
LUMBER,
Choice XX....47 @.. 48
Western States, where, in contrastto the dull-, Clear Pine., 22 00 @50
@i, 47
Fine X.voo.vei46
@.. M
+ #48
Moding« :
ness and depression so marked in the Eastern Coarse do.. 15 00 @z0
ShippingB’d 15 00 &20
Coarse...... .42 @..49
States, has been a season of plenty and pros- Spruce......11 00 @i8
iol N. Y. & Vermont—
Oak,
¥ ton.. 00 00
00 @00
perity. These States, constantly increasing ‘Clapboards
.. 00
Do.Spruce 86 00
in population and production, are safe and re- Shingies,pine
17!
liable borrowers; their laws are favorable to
Do. cedar., 000
Jive. 1 25
the lender; and the steady appreciation of Laths,
Do.
race 0 00
8 hooks 0 00
the values of property in them render mort- |

»

18}

to prime............

COFFEE.
IR sesransrsss
Maracaibo, ¥ Fa
, gold...
COAL.
Anthracite (by the ca
seasanenns

first*lends its funds on first

mortgages, carefully selected

SsSI8E

Prof. F. W. Dunn 12 Proofs 36 Pulpit and pew

Am

Dairies, good

REPIOBY 0s +s Ve attanass
se averse raves mn H 19

Java,

and thus insure the care-

™

sion 872.

of

literatpre 874 Cherry the singer
890.
Doing
and dreaming 2383 Dometic
problem
274 Dr
Deane’s way 264 Daily Praise and prayer,

to Invest Your Money.

@)

ful selection of the mortgage, and guarantee
American Riuminons®. »
the payment of it.
d
English House Cannel ...
) Most important among these companies, Liverpool Gas Cannel .........
from the magnitude of its’ capital, is THE
EGGS,
)
.
MERCANTILE Trust COMPANY OF NEW State, ¥ doz......... a's Sessa Nenaanas
YORK, in the Equitable building, No. 120
FLOUR.
Broadway, in that city. [It has a capital of R000, OXEIR «sa stesssarassrassrnsess
Flour....
.
two millions of dollars, and is managed by Southern
Rye Flour ....oisues
Corn
Meal,
¥
bbl...
some of the Rout conservative and influenGRAINY
tial bankers and merchants in New York.

6
-

resort 20 Our ministry 44 Our India mis-

hood 214 Coulyng eastle 866 Cyclopedia

Facto
Farm

spective'States in which they are organized,

>

Mr. Murray’s new enterprise 324.
N. H. Yearly Meeting
November elections

been formed, with liberal powers from the re-

rower in the West,

»7
13

CHEESE.

who interpose themselves and their capital
between the lender in the East and the bor-

.
Wounds

A life with a lesson 76 Ask and receive 76 Afflictions sanctified 123 An earnest worker 285
All the days 328 After-supper talk 409.
Bible synonyms 11 Boston anniversaries 109
Blossoming or bearipg 219 Baptists historical
Recollections of Lamb, &c 842 Rose and roof 406 | right 274 Belief that God is 201 Baxter 363 BoldRocks ‘ahead 414.
,
:
ness for Christ 402.
Stella and priest 6 Sones of Joy 46 Straits of
Clergymen in Congress 8 Cleansing blood 11
Malacca 86 Show yout colors 118 Songs of our Come and see 11 Cross-bearing 19 Critical spirit
youth 118 Spain 184 Sexvin industry - 1560 Satires 19 Calvin's latter days 85 Christian love 91 Call
of Persius 166 Socinlistic 182 Summer parish 238 to ministry 99 Critical worshipers 107 Children
Seimons,out of church 270 Speeches of Pope Pi- al church 139 Church music 161 Christianity in
fs 1X 302 St Simon’s niece 828
Sevenoaks Am, ¥T1 Christian work 179 Christ in the family
3568 Sherman’s raid 890
St George and St Mi- 218 Christian fucts 218 Church vagrants 285 Can
chael 390 Songs of three centuries 406.
you stand fire 275 Church debs 315 Consecrat‘L hose boys 6 Trophies of song 22 Their chil- ed arm 316 Creeds 854 Christ and the resurr. cdren 22 The
Crimea 134
Tire litle maid” 142 tion"379 Country ms nisters 887.
;
Trans Atlantic sketehes 150 The
Carly kings of
Doing
good 43 Divine Christ 50 Dragon of
Norway 214
The Abbe Tigrane 254 Teacher's pews 67
Denying Christ 99 Bucon’s semi-centén-

ueen Mary 230 Quadratus 264,

Corporations have

zg2Essrs

60

Oakridge 102

commentary 190 Our King and Saviour 100 One

found.

£6

fanit-finders

notes &e. 262 Norse mythology 236.

means have been

Paes

Chronic

CiRCLE.
78 Aleck’s wish 158 About
270 A minister becomes a
babies 818 Another victim
334
A railway story 350
A Quaker Christmas
*

fodder

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
gia
Dec. 23, 1876,
“yt

:

BEEF AND PORK.
Beef, Xtra MOBS +vvvvnusisrrenessess 18 00
Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl, vovvenienn.. 21 %
My
BUTTER.

—

ehurch n embership 886 Bit of exegesis 408."

FAMILY
Anpearances deceitful
dress 222 A manly boy
hostler 204 Amuse the
826
Always going
to
About the Swedes
About Burmuda 414.

for fowls 812 Sunday

MARKET,

State NEW, ROO60 Prime
«vveeereresses
judgment.
SH
er
Western, A
opnme
ntunin
Lard,
steam
rendered.
To fill this want, as is ever the case, the
«...ovovevurneerernrn

Bocw

versity 140 Be not sélfish 178 Bates College 2
Bookof Revelation 226 Bapti~m 226 Buddbism
Baptism and
257,265 Bread (rom heaven 332

Sole 304 Sulphur

investor, for there are un-

28888

uni-

on Joshua 6 Nature and culture 38 Natthe Bible 126 Norman Brill’s life work
door neighbor 166 N E birds and seaNooks, and corners 230 New Testament

supervision of the

#oubtedly unproductive and undesirable properties in the West as in the East; and to discriminate between them requires care and

1 3828s

Boston

Mabel

Oat meal 184 Onions 216 Oleander 248 Oysters
892
1
.
Pork, 8 Parsnips 32 Plants 064, 120, 176, 288
Plant Jdife 144 Pigs 206 Premises 184 Pears 282
Poisoved siockings 368
uicksilve: 40. 96°
Ruin 48 Roses 4%,80
efrigerators 208 Remedy for sun-stroke 248
Sleep 82 Sheep 82 Scarlatina 56 Shelter belts
104 S'anding water 240 Sweet-oil 280 Sickness 280

gs3sRsss8s 88

meeting 68

86 Mosaic

eee

Board

Near-sightedness72 ‘Nursing96 Neuralgia 272

™

Buptism &c 10
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must be sold very soon.

\

REWARD!

More than three thousand dollars’ worth of Notes,
Organs, and other property belonging to said estate
has been stolen, embezzled, or otherwise withheld
from the administrator. I will pay three hundred
dollars for the recovery of said property, and two
handred dollars for proof that will convict the vil
lain who has stolen or embezzled said property:

To uny person indebted to said ‘estate, and not
having been called on by me, or some one author.
ised b me, I will uke a discount of 2b per oent, if
e will

pay
promptly.
BYP
P
U. J. HOAG,

:
ddministrator.

Center Sandwich, N. H., Dec. 20, 1675.
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